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Dr. Vispi Rusi
Bhathena | PhD (h.c.)
Chief Executive Officer

Dr. V. Aditya Srinivas
Chief Operating Officer
and Chief Economist

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Welcome to the January 2022 edition.
Indian economy and stock markets both are waiting for the new year to usher more good news
about the health of the economy and stock markets with COVID-19 slowly fading away.
Indian GDP came to 8.4% which was an indicator that the economy is strongly coming back to
growth levels. Last year same quarter the growth was at -7.5% which shows that the economy
has strongly rebounded from the negative growth zone.

FROM

BBF SECRETARIAT
The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) data has come to 3.2% which is more or less flat which
shows that the industrial growth is trying to come to normal, but it may take some more time.

CPI inflation has come to 4.91% which is higher than the previous reading of 4.48%. RBI has
kept the target rate of inflation at 6%. RBI still has maintained accommodative stance since the
economy takes time to recover and maintain the recovery.
The Stock market have been witnessing huge selling of shares by FIIs (Foreign Institutional
Investors) - from October to December they have sold shares worth more than Rs. 65000
crores and this has led to healthy correction in the markets. The domestic financial institutions
are on the buying spree and hence markets are getting good support. The mutual funds
industry has also seen Rs. 10518 crores of monthly SIP which shows that the confident of the
retail investors is intact in the India growth story.

May the New Year bring you happiness, peace and prosperity.
Wishing you a joyous 2022!
On BBF front:
Day/ Date
Interactive webinars on
Thursday, 16th December Segregation of Client Assets
Tuesday, 14th December Direct access of global markets through India INX Global Access
(India INX GA)
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Bombay Stock Exchange Brokers' Forum (BBF) presence at the

The 26th ASF Annual General
Meeting in December 2021
(Virtual)

AGENDA
Wednesday, December 8th, 2021 / 15:00 - 17:00 JST
*Following times are in JST (UTC + 9 hours)

14:30 - 15:00 Registration
15:00 - 15:05 Opening of Meeting and Welcome Remarks
Mr. Toshio Morita, Chairman and CEO of
Japan Securities Dealers Association
15:05 - 15:10 Admission of New Members for 2020 to 2021
Mr. Bahodir Atahanov, Chairman of National
Association of Investment Institution
15:10 - 15:55 Discussion: Challenges and Initiatives towards
Sustainable Society in Asia
15:55 - 16:40 Discussion: Challenges and Initiatives towards
Digital Transformation in Asia
16:40 - 16:45 Future AGMs for 2022 to 2025
16:45 - 17:00 Any Other Business and Close of Meeting

In progress: 26th ASF Annual General Meeting in December 2021

ATTENDEES
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Communication
practitioners have
demonstrated that
by developing
innovative
approaches, it is
possible to
navigate the new
normal with
greater confidence
and effectiveness.

Aarti Sabhaney
Head, Enterprise Communications for Asia Pacific & Japan

Dell Technologies (based in Singapore)
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EMBRACING CHANGE: COVID-19, TECHNOLOGY,
AND TRENDS IN COMMUNICATIONS
Introduction
I had the opportunity to work with the BSE from 2001 to 2004–a
period of significant change as the world transitioned to a new
digital era and India integrated into the global economy. This was
a few years after 1995 when the Exchange made a technological
leap by switching from an open floor to an electronic trading
system.
During my tenure, there was a concerted communications effort
to alter BSE’s traditional perception to an investor-friendly,
technology platform. I was fortunate to be part of the team that
developed the first-ever, nationwide investor-education
campaign as well as orchestrated mega-scale events including
visits by the Minister of Finance, Chairman, Securities and
Exchange Board of India (SEBI), and Chairman, Insurance
Regulatory Development Authority (IRDA) over and above scores
of diplomatic and VIP visits.
The Institution’s technological transformation had a far-reaching
impact on its operations as well as re-positioning. Two decades
later, COVID-19 has ignited an unprecedented digital
transformation and catapulted a slew of global shifts including
the rise of a hybrid world, widespread remote working, a surge in
online purchases, and an increase of investments in
technological advancements.
The pandemic also led to the disruption of the media industry.
While some publications folded altogether, other media houses
widened their reach by going completely online and
experimenting with fresh formats including social media
platforms.
The morphed media landscape coupled with news-eager
audiences has catalyzed a fundamental change in how
communicators protect, shape, and advance reputations. Since
the pandemic, I have observed agile practitioners adopt four key
strategies to optimize their impact.
1. Serving as change agents
Against the backdrop of looming macroeconomic concerns,
communicators have taken on the role of change agents not only
for the business but also for the community at large. They are
tuning into global issues to understand the intersection with
business priorities to reshape their messaging.
For example, as a result of the pandemic, companies are
prioritizing narratives on the topics of environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) as well as diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI).
Some may argue that these themes have been around for a while
and are marked by milestones including the launch of ESG
indices by agencies such as S&P and MSCI in the 1990s followed
by the UN Global Compact in 2000. However, studies have
indicated that COVID-19 has become a turning point to integrate
sustainability considerations into core investment strategies.
9

The expanding breadth of touch points has also led to
practitioners increasing their sphere of influence across a range
of stakeholders.
2. Compelling content
The delivery of content through social, mobile, analytics, and
cloud technologies has opened a plethora of new avenues
including live streaming and podcasts. To fully leverage these
channels, the industry has begun developing creative content to
stand out and resonate with audiences.
3. Employee advocacy
Employees have taken on the role of brand ambassadors and
often post stories, videos, and images that showcase their
company’s culture, products as well as professional
achievements.
With team members becoming more active on social media, the
organizational content canvas is widening. In these times of
social distancing and quarantines, employees’ voices humanize
the company’s brand and create an emotional connection with
external stakeholders. Therefore, communicators are actively
honing employee advocacy programs.
4. Data and analytics
Data and analytics have helped measure the impact and value of
communication campaigns. Digital tools also enable enterprises
to track how they are faring in comparison to their competitors,
and if their share of voice corresponds to their share of wallet.
Conclusion
The litheness of communicators can be seen by their ability to
pivot and deliver a transformation agenda, create meaningful
content, empower employees to be invaluable brand
ambassadors, and leverage data-driven insights to drive
decision-making.
Practitioners have demonstrated that by developing innovative
approaches, it is possible to navigate the new normal with
greater confidence and effectiveness.

The views expressed are solely those of the author and do not reflect
the opinions or views of the organization she is employed with.
An award-winning technology communications leader, Aarti Sabhaney heads
enterprise communications for Asia Pacific & Japan at Dell Technologies.
She has a consistent track record of serving as a trusted advisor to the senior
leadership team, contributing to high-performing teams, and building strong
cross-functional relationships while working in fast-paced environments. She
has also been an academician and journalist.
A strong advocate of women in STEM, she has written a paper on the
under-representation of women in engineering and AI.
She has two Masters’ degrees including an Executive Masters from INSEAD
Asia. Her interests include writing, traveling, swimming, and yoga.
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Today, automation is
improving customer
experiences,
employee
experiences, supply
chains, and more key
operations in ways
few have predicted.
The pandemic only
accelerated adoption
of automation across
businesses. India is
no exception. Digital
India initiatives have
boosted the
transformation to
new heights.

Bharath Yadla
Vice President Strategic Initiatives

Workato (Greater Sacramento, United States)
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AUTONOMICS - ECONOMICS OF WORK AUTOMATION

T

oday, automation is improving customer experiences,
employee experiences, supply chains, and more key
operations in ways few have predicted. The pandemic
only accelerated adoption of automation across businesses.
India is no exception. Digital India initiatives have boosted the
transformation to new heights.
Ask a random person about automation, and they will likely
describe the stereotype of robots on factory floors. For nearly a
century, automation has transformed manufacturing, evolving
from fixed automation that prioritized increased production
rates to integrated automation where humans focus only on
exceptions in a fully automated process.
A similar evolution is underway as companies undergo digital
transformation. Today, enterprises are embracing business
process automation. Technologies range from simple task
automation (RPA), to decisioning automation driven by AI and
beyond. Like fixed automation in factories, RPA produces
efficiencies. Other automation technologies, like apps or API
driven automations, have pushed beyond efficiency. If
historical trends are a guide, a form of integrated automation
that allows companies to reach a new level of transformation is
imminent.
In the light of this change, it may be time to reconsider the
economics of automation. RPA, and therefore efficiency,
dominates the popular narrative. It has seen increased
momentum, as it is easy for business teams to adopt without
dependence on IT. It offers quick wins with legacy systems.
RPA is only the “First Mile of Automation,” and ignoring the
remaining 99 miles is a missed opportunity.
A larger economic opportunity
This fact demands a broader perspective on automation
economics than efficiency. We’ll call this perspective
Autonomics, which takes a holistic view of every possible
automation outcome, which includes:
• Efficiency
• Productivity
• Growth
• Innovation

• Back-office compliance & risk management
- Know your customer (KYC) and Compliance reporting
- Customer 360 and campaign automations
- GDPR driven risk reduction with checks and balances
• Contact center operations
- Account transfers
- Agent routing with pre-call and during call automations
- Post call data posting automation
• Client service operations
- Customer onboarding
- New account sync between front office, middle office
and back office systems

As enterprises embrace automation, it
is critical to consider how integrated
automation can maximize people
economics by finding new, innovative
paths to productivity that require
less maintenance.

Beyond the market hype of RPA, greater autonomic potential is
evident. The outcomes of automation, whether they are
efficiency or innovation, are supported by a model I call the five
pillars of autonomics. Let’s take a closer look at that model.
Autonomics decision making
At the foundation of that model are fundamentals that drive any
business decision: Value and Cost. The following picture
provides a high-level guiding framework for CxOs / Heads of
Automation to consider these vectors:

While fixed automation only yields efficiency, the revolution of
integrated automation will bring all of the outcomes to bear for
organizations: increased efficiency, deeper productivity,
explosive growth, and unrivalled innovation.
In capital markets in particular, organizations have been
pursuing integrated automation with the concept of STP
(straight through processing) on the trading side of the house.
But the opportunities to unearth efficiency, productivity,
growth, and innovation do not stop there. Integrated
automation can also be embraced to drive other end-to-end
automations:
11
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Cost can include the price of building the automations,
operating the automation, change management, software, or
infrastructure. But automation can be more than just money
spent. There are also indirect costs associated with
automation like the cost of automation failure. Imagine a
trading house who automates a compliance check process
with a RPA Bot, only to discover that the bot has a bug - the bot
must be fixed, but the damage done by the errant bot also has
a cost.
No two automation projects are alike. Each project has a
different circle of impact, each circle denoting the scope of
the outcomes. Some projects only offer value to the business
unit, while others reverberate across the ecosystem, and so
on.

People Economics
People economics are one of the strongest pillars of
Autonomics for driving outcomes. When companies support
their people with automation, they gain productivity. It is a
close relative to efficiency, because it is all about how a person
can do more work in less time.
With the structural shifts of the past two decades, the future of
work productivity has been completely redefined. With the
remote work and hybrid work models, there will be more and
more automation that will entrench into the businesses
demanding more people productivity.
There is a time and a place for increasing productivity with
mundane task automation. Copying data from excel sheets,
capturing data on screens and converting it into consumable
files, or checking data accuracy in purchase orders is work no
one wants to do.
But, people economics should not be outweighed by
maintenance of the automation itself. For example, with RPA,
the more bots that get deployed, the more time is needed to
manage those bots. This detracts from productivity gains.

The 5 pillars: people, ops, process, data, & experience
There are 5 pillars of Autonomics that determine economic
value. They are People, Operations, Data, Processes, and
Experiences. These economic pillars shape the curves of
economics for work automation. A fully integrated business
automation in an enterprise is about bringing Data, Processes,
and Experiences in unison to drive economic outcomes
across these pillars:
•
•
•
•
•

People economics focus on productivity
Operation economics focus on efficiency
Data economics focus on the amount of data moved
Process economics focus on cycle times
Experience economics focus on effectiveness & efficacy

The entire autonomic model can be visualized as a building,
where the outcomes are supported by the foundation and
pillars. Let’s take a closer look at each of these key pillars of
automation economics.
12

As enterprises embrace automation, it is critical to consider
how integrated automation can maximize people economics by
finding new, innovative paths to productivity that require less
maintenance.
Operational Economics
Operation economics in business automation is about driving
cost-efficiency when implementing and running the business
processes. Outsourcing non-core competency business
functions to a cost-efficient partner is a popular business
strategy with a long history. But times are changing. As cost
arbitrage advantages decrease with geo-political changes,
outsourcing becomes more difficult. As digital transformation
accelerates, the advantage of outsourcing erodes.
As an example, consider invoice processing: in the US, it can
cost anywhere from $4 to $12 per invoice. When outsourced to
a low-cost region like India or the Philippines, costs drop to less
than $2 each. RPA bots, on the other hand, can bring the cost
down to a fraction of a dollar - with minimal human
involvement. This category of software has embraced
automation economics of people replacement through pure
cost-arbitrage.
FORUM VIEWS - JANUARY 2022

As integrated automation emerges, companies will evolve past
the cost arbitrage model to embrace a similar approach to STP
(straight through processing) - one that is driven by innovative
automation technologies that find completely new ways to
improve cost efficiency, rather than bot-automation
technologies that replace people.
Process Economics
Process economics is an interesting pillar. The economics of
this pillar revolve around cycle-time and tasks in a given
process. The shorter the cycle-time is, the more economical the
process is to execute.
For example, consider a reconciliation process in a compliance
& risk area that takes 5 days from start to finish. 5 days is the
cycle-time. As a part of enterprise wide automation, it is
important to consider both reducing cycle-time for the process
& individual task cycle-times.
Process cycle times are often KPIs that drive the efficiency
metrics. The cost of reducing cycle-time is directly related to
the efficiency outcome. There is always a tradeoff between
cost of reducing cycle-time vs the gain in equivalent monetary
savings of the process efficiency gained. As a result, driving
optimal economics is key in process economics.
Data Economics
Data is definitely the new oil. Data in motion and rest are the key
vectors of this pillar. The cost & benefit of storing and moving
data drives the economics of data. Data economics play a
critical role in the outcome of any automation.
Not all automation technologies focus on data economics.
Many data solution vendors drive the narrative in this pillar, as a
large part of the workload is storing the data when it is at rest.
Data flow, and therefore any associated costs, moves in the
opposite direction of the flow of goods or products sold. As the
products or goods are delivered, the related information is
received by the supplier. These are often hidden costs of goods
sold, and the economics of that data flow are key economic
vectors, making data economics a critical pillar in determining
the overall business process automation economics.
Experience Economics
The progression of value vectors for creating differentiated &
unique experience drives the cost and impact of automations,
and therefore experience economics play a critical role in how
the automation outcomes are driven. Experience can be viewed
as a spectrum, on one side, it could be commodity driven
experience like for example: buying toilet paper, and the other
side, at the highest & premium level, is “emotion driven” like
vacationing in Tahiti.
As an example, automations can be developed to provide
experience in such a way that during the automated process,
there is a need to have manual checks, even though it may not
be required. Consider a case of copying a spreadsheet data set
into Salesforce using a UI driven RPA bot. Anytime Salesforce is
13

customized (which happens often), the bot will fail. That
repeated failure drives the economics down. On the contrary,
the same automation can be done in such a way that it is
straight through processing and only resurface on Slack or MS
teams if there are any exceptions. These two types of
automations reside on either side of the experience economy
spectrum as indicated above.
The success and strength of automation is greatest when
business comes to the user, and not the user going to the
business. Imagine executing business processes through Siri,
where most actions can be executed as Siri asks an employee
questions. This is really possible - most businesses just choose
to use a tool like Slack or Microsoft Teams instead of Siri.
At Workato, we drive the entire order management process
through Slack. The quote and orders are created in Salesforce,
Workato recipes kick in, surfacing the details of a sales order in
Slack for the manager, and the sales manager can approve with
the click of a button. The entire process of quote approval and
notification to the salesperson is orchestrated with Workato’s
automations, without the need for sales manager to context
switch by logging in, navigating, searching, finding, and
approving in Salesforce.
Enterprise-wide integrated automation needs to strive to
provide these kinds of experiences. Companies are beginning to
do just that. Slack’s own Midas touch app automates order
processing, or Nutanix has implemented IT Automation for the
masses. This approach drives innovation and growth, which in
turn powers people, operational, and data economics.
Conclusion
We have covered many concepts; enterprise-wide automation
is a complex subject. While RPA may offer quick wins on
automation economics, a more nuanced understanding, and
ultimately a fully integrated way of automating business
processes is required to drive stronger outcomes.
The future of work, and enterprise-wide automation as a whole,
will be successful if organizations recognize that there is more
to automation economics, than just efficiency or bots or FTE
reduction or UI based automations or API driven programming
or citizen automations. Productivity, Growth, Innovation, and
more offer a more enticing path for automation economics, and
the businesses that win over the next decade will undoubtedly
embrace the “integrated approach” to automation which can
drive better Autonomics (economics of work automation).

Bharath Yadla is a serial entrepreneur & seasoned executive, Forbes council
member & contributor, GTM strategic advisor to startups both in the US and India.
He has 25+ years of experience in new market establishments, GTM strategy,
business development, product strategy, disruptive products, and digital
solutions. His areas of expertise include new market creation, Transformation
sales & advisory for CxOs, RPA, intelligent automation, big data analytics, AI,
conversational bots & recommendation engines, and Integration middleware.
Formerly worked at Cast Iron Systems, HCL, and Aerospike, he now serves as a
VP at Workato Inc. He is an alumnus of Indian Institute of Science -Bangalore & IE
Business School - Madrid.
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Change surrounds
us and it exists in
different forms
everywhere. We
have experienced all
kinds of change
since we were born
and should be most
familiar with its
nature, yet when
faced with change…
majority of us view it
as challenging and
difficult.

Sanah Singh Tomar
Executive Coach & Consultant (ICF- PCC)

Thrive4U Coaching & Consulting (Singapore)
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THE ABCD OF CHANGE
By the time you finish reading this sentence the time would
have changed!!
Change surrounds us and it exists in different forms
everywhere. We have experienced all kinds of change since
we were born and should be most familiar with its nature,
yet when faced with change…majority of us view it as
challenging and difficult.
What makes change difficult?
Big or small, change means something different. It
demands that we stop doing something we have been
doing and start doing something new. It could almost
mean…. stop being the caterpillar in the cocoon and spread
your beautiful wings and start to fly!! Sounds so idealist and
simple, right? Yet the process and pain of this conversion is
what’s not welcome. I don’t know whether the caterpillar
actually experiences any pain during the conversion or is it
just an assumption. Similarly does all change cause pain or
is it just some level of varying discomfort. Yes!! With
change comes discomfort….the great discomfort of not
knowing what lies ahead. Thank god, we had no such
thoughts in the womb…otherwise taking birth would have
become a fearful challenge. Having said that we have
clearly established that Change is a part of life from the
beginning to the end. What then allows one person to
maneuver effectively and the other to crash and burn is
really some fundamentals. Change could really be a
CHANCE at being better in so many ways. Let’s unearth The
ABCD of it all.
A for ACCEPT
Most change makes us feel so victimized that we
absolutely lose sight of the first step. We fight it and we
grieve it. It makes us sad and mad. We resist it and we want
to get out of it and constantly wonder “Why me? It’s
Human… very human is all I want to say. Feel it, express it
and live with it…. but only for a while. Know in your mind
how many hours/days you want for that feeling to exist and
then start counting backwards 10,9,8,7…..
At 1 is the day you accept your situation for whatever it is
and from that day on… waste no more energy backward.
The day you accept, is the first step in the direction of the
positive shift. It all begins with accepting the situation. IT IS
WHAT IT IS!!!
B for BELIEF
Before you make the change and when the change is
happening …..There are several voices communicating
within you (sometimes contradictory voices) The one that
you pay attention to and focus on become either your
15

strength or weakness. Question your beliefs around
Change. Are they beliefs that are functional for you or
dysfunctional? Let me share two of my positive beliefs
around change.

Gaining clarity can help us prepare
for what lies ahead. It can make the
change easier than what it initially
seems like. One baby step at a time….
seek help, information and support to
move in the right direction. You will be
surprised when you truly start
seeking, how doors begin to
open….sending the right person and
opportunity to get you through.

Belief no.1- Change will help me learn and grow:
Irrespective of the fact whether the change works in my
favor or no, I know for sure that I will learn and eventually
grow.
Belief no.2- I have managed changed before and I will do
it again. We have made it through in the past, haven’t we?
Increasing the volume of the functional belief system and
muting the dysfunctional (Change is difficult/
uncomfortable, I don’t have any more strength to make it
happen) makes your resolve for change stronger. It also
helps to believe that the next change is just around the
corner and to be prepared and brace oneself for it is all we
can hope to do.
C for CLARITY
Never before in the history of the world do we have the
information and support to manage change as we do now.
The discomfort as mentioned before is with the
UNKNOWN. If we are scared to lose our jobs to AI, get
clarity now on what the truth is. There are thought leaders,
articles, websites and organizations to support the change
that is impending or the one we seek.
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Gaining clarity can help us prepare for what lies ahead. It
can make the change easier than what it initially seems like.
One baby step at a time…. seek help, information and
support to move in the right direction. You will be surprised
when you truly start seeking, how doors begin to
open….sending the right person and opportunity to get you
through.

To have the attitude of looking up at the dark night sky…
smiling and saying “Let’s see who wins this time” is half the
battle won.
“The only way to make sense of change is to plunge into it,
move with it and join the dance”- Alan W Watts
Bring it on!!

The only way to make sense of
change is to plunge into it, move
with it and join the dance.
- Alan W Watts

Sanah Singh Tomar, Executive Coach & Consultant (ICF-PCC).
Introduction: An experienced transformation leader with over 20 years
experience in the field of human capability development in the corporate sector.
Through her coaching & consulting practice, she partners with organisations and
individuals to take their performance, well-being and leadership to the next level.
A life-long learner and a well-being enthusiast, who has found her purpose in
growing consistently and contributing constantly.
Work Experience: She began her career in the field of Hotel operations (Oberoi
Group) and then moved to HR, Training, Coaching & Consulting in varied
organisations.

D for DON’T GIVE UP
This is a big one!!! You try and you fail and you try again and
you fail some more. This is what breaks our spirit. We try to
build and then a blow. We get up and dust and then another
push into the sand. The failing breaks the strongest but
inside its slowly and silently creating a stronger you. It’s
when inside a boxing ring the player is lying all bleeding and
finds the courage and strength to get up one last time that
makes him the champion irrespective of the fact whether he
wins or loses the match.
The one who can keep going has better chances at coming
out of the long dark tunnel. So, building a character that
can accept failure and still move on is victory like no
other.
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She has trained and coached over 5000 people covering a gamut of industries
across the globe. She has conducted workshops and coaching engagements for
organisations as varied as Aon, American Express, Cognizant, BCG, Coca Cola,
EY, Fortis hospitals, Genpact, HSBC, Intel, McKinsey, PepsiCo, Wells Fargo, RBS,
SRF & Sopra Steria to name a few.
She has more than 800 hours of executive coaching experience.
Qualifications & Accreditations: A graduate degree holder in hotel management
from The Oberoi Centre for Learning and Development, followed by PGD (HRM)
from Symbiosis, Pune. Topped with a diploma in L&D from the Indian society of
training and development (ISTD), Professional Certified Coach-PCC ICF
(International Coaching Federation) certification from the Neuroleadership group,
India and Coach Masters Academy, Singapore.
Most recently certified for Holistic Coaching (Margaret Moore U.S.A) & Diversity,
Inclusion at the workplace (ESSEC Business School) & Science of Well Being
(Yale).
Areas of Expertise: Her expertise lies in Coaching for Performance, Leadershipleading self and others, Growth mindset, Personal effectiveness, Executive
Presence, Well being, Creating impact in presenting & communication, and
working collaboratively as a team.
She has worked with high potentials and Senior Leaders, including C-suite in both
the Public & Private Sector.
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KRIYANG KARIA &
BHOOMI KOTAK
Kaytes Business Consultants LLP
SEBI’S CO-INVESTMENT REGIME
INTRODUCTION
Modern economy and financial markets demand
transparency. It is one of the important pillars on which a
financial ecosystem thrives. Without transparency, there
will be a sense of distrust and a deep sense of insecurity
amongst the stake-holders of the financial markets.
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (‘SEBI’), in an
effort to maintain its positive reputation, and promote
transparency and accountability, introduced coinvestment regime, by amending the SEBI ‘PMS
Regulations’ and subsequently SEBI ‘AIF Regulations’. The
amended PMS Regulations and AIF Regulations aim at
regulating the co-investment activity offered by the
Investment Manager (‘IM’) of an Alternative Investment
Fund (‘AIF’).
RATIONALE BEHIND THE AMENDMENTS
• Previous to introduction of these amendments, the IM
of an AIF could offer co-investment opportunities to the
Investors of the AIF under a separate arrangement with
select investors. The IM would hand-hold such
activities of the co-investors outside the regulated
framework of the AIF.
• After the amendment of the erstwhile SEBI (Portfolio
Managers) Regulations, 1993 in January 2020, an
avenue to offer such co-investment opportunities to the
investors of the AIF was restricted.
• As co-investment is generally made in unlisted
securities, the portfolio management route, if intended
to use, was no longer available to the IMs.
• To overcome these issues and bring more transparency
to the co-investment structure and transactions within
such arrangements, SEBI has brought these
amendments.
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We have made an attempt to de-code these
amendments by way of the following FAQs:
1. How are co-investments defined? Who are coinvestors?
• The SEBI (AIF) Regulations has defined the term “CoInvestment” as investment made by a Manager or Sponsor
or investor of Category I and II Alternative Investment
Fund(s) in investee companies where such Category I or
Category II Alternative Investment Fund(s) make
investment:
Provided that Co-investment by investors of Alternative
Investment Fund shall be through a Co-investment Portfolio
Manager as specified under the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Portfolio Managers) Regulations, 2020.

The Securities and Exchange Board of
India (‘SEBI’), in an effort to maintain
its positive reputation, and promote
transparency and accountability,
introduced co-investment regime, by
amending the SEBI ‘PMS Regulations’
and subsequently SEBI ‘AIF
Regulations’.
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• This implies that any investment made by the IM,
sponsor or the investor in their respective individual
capacity in any investee company of the AIF will amount
to co-investment. Such an investment shall be done
only through a Co-Investment Portfolio Manager
(“COPM”).
• This means that COPM will invest under the authority of
each co-investor outside of the AIF under a Client
Agreement.
2. Framework under which Co-Investments shall
work.
• Under PMS Regulations, a Portfolio Manager is a body
corporate (includes LLP), which pursuant to a contract
with a client, advises or directs or undertakes on behalf
of the client, as a discretionary portfolio manager where
the investment decisions are at the discretion of the
portfolio manager. Portfolio Manager also includes
instances where investment decisions are undertaken
basis the specific direction of the client.
• However, SEBI envisages that under the amended
Regulations, an IM registered as a COPM shall provide
limited services by way of offering investment in
unlisted securities of investee companies of the AIFs
managed by it and only to investors of such AIFs as
clients provided that such AIFs be sponsored by the
same Sponsor(s).
• SEBI further goes on to clarify that, while the investors
may have the discretion to take investment decisions
under co-investment, the terms of co-investment may
not be more favourable than the terms offered to the AIF
and the terms of exit from the co-investment including
the timing of exit, may be identical to the terms
applicable to the exit by AIF.
• Thus, such co-investment services shall be different
from discretionary, non-discretionary portfolio
management services or advisory services as presently
provided for under the PMS Regulations.
3. Exemptions available to a COPM who does not
register as a regular Portfolio Manager.
1. MINIMUM INVESTMENT AMOUNT
• The requirement of minimum investment amounts for
services of portfolio manager and investment in an AIF
is INR 50 lakhs and INR 1 crore respectively.
• If seen in a hierarchical manner, investors in an AIF are
considered to be relatively more sophisticated and are
expected to have better understanding to scrutinize and
analyse the credentials of the Manager and its
personnel.
• Therefore, for providing co-investment through COPM,
relaxing certain requirements under PMS Regulations
for the IM registering as a COPM was mandatory.
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2. INVESTMENT IN UNLISTED SECURITIES
• The PMS Regulations were very restrictive in terms of
making investment in unlisted space. Under Regulation
24(3) of the PMS Regulations, a Portfolio Manager
offering discretionary services was prohibited to invest
in unlisted securities. Further, in terms of Regulation
24(4) of the PMS Regulations, a Portfolio Manager
offering non-discretionary or advisory services was
mandated to invest or provide advice for investment
only up to 25% of the assets under management of such
clients in unlisted securities.
• Category I and II AIFs invest primarily in unlisted
securities and the aforesaid provisions of the PMS
Regulations were restrictive and demoted coinvestment through the PMS route.
• Thus, the PMS Regulations were suitably amended in
this regard only for the IM registering as a COPM to
allow them to invest 100% of the assets under their
management in unlisted securities.
3. APPOINTMENT OF CUSTODIAN
• Under PMS Regulations, Portfolio Managers except for
those who provide only advisory services, are required
to appoint a custodian in respect of securities managed
or administered by it.
• Conversely, under AIF Regulations the Sponsor or
Manager of Category I and Category II AIF is required to
appoint a custodian only if the corpus of the AIF is more
than INR 500 crore.
• To overcome this contrast, SEBI exempted the
requirement of appointment of custodian to an IM
registering as a COPM.
• However, a clarification was issued later during the
month, to specify that the IM of the AIF may be required
to appoint a custodian if the combined corpus of the AIF
and the value of Co-investment through COPM, exceeds
INR 500 crore.
4. CONTRACT WITH THE CLIENT
• As per the provisions of Regulation 22 of the PMS
Regulations, a Portfolio Manager has to enter into an
agreement in writing with such client as specified in
Schedule IV of PMS Regulations, including the
provisions of early termination and terms of early
withdrawal of funds by the clients and containing their
mutual rights, liabilities and obligations relating to
management of portfolio.
• However, Regulation 15(1)(b) of the AIF Regulations,
prohibits the Co-investment in an investee company by
a Manager or Sponsor on terms more favourable than
those offered to the AIF.
• SEBI amended the PMS Regulations to provide that
early withdrawal of funds by the co-investors may be
subject to exit by the AIF from respective investment(s).
It is further clarified that in case of multiple co
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investments, the funds may be withdrawn by a coinvestor with respect to co-investment(s) in an investee
company to the extent that the AIF has also made an exit
from respective investment in such investee company.

SEBI’s regulations on the co-Investment
activity will evolve with many open
questions. The amendments to PMS
Regulations and AIF Regulations are still
obfuscate regarding many matters like
applicability of performance
measurement to a COPM and certain
compliances that may be specific to
listed investments.

5. DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT
• The Disclosure Document, under the PMS Regulations,
is required to be filed with the SEBI by a Portfolio
Manager and also be hosted on the website of the
Portfolio Manager. The Disclosure Document includes
manner and quantum of fee, performance of portfolio
manager, portfolio risk, conflicts of interest, publishing
the same on website, etc.
• However, in the case of COPM, performance of such Coinvestment and contents of Disclosure Document
should not be disclosed in public domain since it is
linked to investments of AIF, given that an AIF does not
(and cannot’) solicit such co-investors.
6. NET-WORTH REQUIREMENT
• The requirement under Regulations 7(2)(g) and
Regulation 9 of PMS Regulations regarding the networth would have seemed onerous to the IM registering
as a COPM, if it had been retained, because the AIF
Regulations do not prescribe any minimum net-worth
requirement for the IM.
• SEBI thus amended the PMS Regulations to specify that
the requirement of minimum net-worth may not be
applicable to a COPM.
7. PRINCIPAL OFFICER REQUIREMENTS
• The requirement of compliance officer is distinct from
principal officer under the PMS Regulations.
Nonetheless, this distinction has been relaxed and the
COPM is allowed to appoint any personnel including the
principal officer, as the compliance officer.
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• Furthermore, under the PMS Regulations, a principal
officer is required to have professional qualification,
work experience and NISM certification.
• SEBI considered the fact that Regulation 4(g) of the AIF
Regulations already specifies the requirements of
experience and professional qualifications for
members of the key investment team of the IM. Such an
investment team also performs all fund management
related operations and the same investors shall be
clients for Co-investment.
• Moreover, the IM acting in capacity of a COPM will not
be taking any fresh investment decisions. Thus, IM
fulfilling the criteria for experience and qualification
under AIF Regulations is sufficient for providing COPM
services and consequently, experience and
qualification requirements for principal officer were
relaxed.
CONCLUSION
SEBI’s regulations on the co-Investment activity will
evolve with many open questions. The amendments to
PMS Regulations and AIF Regulations are still obfuscate
regarding many matters like applicability of performance
measurement to a COPM and certain compliances that
may be specific to listed investments. Also the Regulations
are unclear, inter alia, on whether a self-driven investment
by an Investor of an AIF in the Investee Company is still a
co-investment.

The views provided herein are of the author’s own.
Kriyang Karia and Bhoomi Kotak
Kaytes Business Consultants LLP
Kriyang has 15 years of professional experience, including 10 years in Large
Accounting Firms, specializing in cross border taxation issues, regulatory and tax
compliances, double tax treaty planning and FATCA.
His experience includes advising clients in the Financial Services industry and
has worked on a number of tax advisory and compliance assignments with large
Mutual Funds, Banks, NBFC, and finance companies.
He has also provided income-tax and regulatory advisory services to private
equity players on structuring their investments into India, including, capital
structuring, jurisdictional structuring for intermediate companies, permanent
establishment issues.
He has carried out more than 125 tax due diligences across various industries
including Oil & Gas, FMCG, NBFCs & Micro Finance Companies, Manufacturing
and Telecom.
He is a FATCA & CRS expert and has assisted large financial institutions to
comply with FATCA & CRS. He has been a speaker at BSE Brokers’ Forum and
ANMI for FATCA / CRS for last three consecutive years
SELECT PROJECTS
Set-up Alternate Investment Fund, including drafting of PPM and other necessary
documents, under the new PPM format prescribed by SEBI.
Assisted a large motor manufacturing company with pending litigation for
several years, including representing before tax authorities at all levels.
Assisted large private sector bank and multi-country fund in India to comply with
FATCA & CRS regulations.
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NOT ALL ABOUT THE GUILTY MIND

T

he Securities and Exchange Board of India Act 1992,
("SEBI Act") was enacted to empower SEBI to protect the
interests of investors dealing in the securities market.
Under Chapter VI A of the SEBI Act, there are wide powers
conferred upon SEBI to inter-alia take penal action for violations
under the SEBI Act and Regulations, including violations like
market manipulation and fraud, insider trading, disclosure
violations etc. Over a period of time, law has evolved setting out
the standards required to be met by SEBI in order to establish a
violation under the SEBI Act and impose a penalty. The same is
distinct from the standards that are required in criminal law. This
is because the proceedings before SEBI are regulatory in nature.
The question often arises as to whether the basic principles of
criminal law, like establishing mens rea, apply to violations
under the SEBI Act.
1. Please explain the concept of “mens-rea”?
Criminal law while dealing with offences / frauds follows the
principle of establishing “mens-rea” i.e. a guilty mind as one of
the essential ingredients of an offence. The Oxford Dictionary
defines mens-rea as “The intention or knowledge of wrongdoing
that constitutes part of a crime, as opposed to the action or
conduct of the accused”. Therefore, mens-rea is a state of mind.
Mens-rea is considered as the “guilty intention”. Under the
criminal law, unless it is found that the “accused” had the guilty
intention to commit the “crime” he cannot be held “guilty” of
committing the crime. Mens-rea is, evil intention or knowledge
of the wrongfulness of the act that a person commits. That is,
the person has a guilty mind in committing the act. It is only
when such mental attitude is present in an act, the person who
commits it is said to have acted deliberately in defiance of law or
was guilty of contumacious or dishonest conduct or acted in
conscious disregard of his obligation. In this regard, it would be
relevant to point out what Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., once said
that “even a dog knows the difference between “being stumbled
over and being kicked.” A mens-rea requirement distinguished
individuals who break the law only accidentally or inadvertently
from ones who do so wantonly, with only the latter being held
criminally responsible for their actions.
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Under Chapter VI A of the SEBI Act,
there are wide powers conferred upon
SEBI to inter-alia take penal action for
violations under the SEBI Act and
Regulations, including violations like
market manipulation and fraud, insider
trading, disclosure violations etc.

2. Does SEBI Act and Regulations also recognize the
necessity of establishing “mens-rea” as an essential
ingredient while dealing with violations under the SEBI Act
and Regulations?
In the case of Nirmal Bang Securities Limited vs. The
Chairman, SEBI (2003) SCC Online SAT 37 the Hon’ble
Securities Appellate Tribunal while dealing with violations
under SEBI Act, the SEBI (Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices
Regulations) 2003 and SEBI (Stock Brokers and Sub Brokers)
Regulations, 1992, held that the enquiry proceedings being in
the nature of adjudicatory proceedings are civil proceedings
and not criminal proceedings and that mens-rea is not required
to be proved before a person can be held guilty of price
manipulation or carrying on fraudulent trade practices. The
Hon’ble Court held that since the SEBI Act, the SEBI (Fraudulent
and Unfair Trade Practices Regulations) 2003 and SEBI (Stock
Brokers and Sub Brokers) Regulations, 1992 are regulatory
enactments, mens-rea is not required to be proved when a
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penalty is imposed under an enactment for breach of a civil
obligation in adjudicatory proceedings. The Hon’ble Securities
Appellate Tribunal further held that the rule that mens-rea is
required to be proved before a penalty can be imposed is not
attracted.
In the judgments of SEBI v. Cabot International Capital
Corporation (2004) SCC OnLine Bom 180 and SEBI v. SKDC
Consultants Ltd. (2004) 53 SCL 407 (Bom.) the Hon’ble
Bombay High Court observed that under the SEBI Act, for a
respective default or failure, penalty is provided under the Act.
The scheme of the SEBI Act of imposing monetary penalty is
very clear which nowhere deals with criminal offence. These
defaults or failures are that of statutory civil obligations
provided under the SEBI Act and the Regulations made
thereunder. The Hon’ble Court observed that adjudication for
imposing penalty by the Adjudicating Officer, after due inquiry,
is neither a criminal nor a quasi-criminal proceeding. Under the
provisions and scheme of penalty under SEBI Act and the
Regulations, there is no element of any criminal offence or
punishment as contemplated under criminal proceedings.
Therefore, the Hon’ble Court held that there is no question of
proof or any mens-rea by the Appellants therein and that it is
not an essential element for imposing penalty under SEBI Act
and the Regulations. It was further held that the SEBI Act and
the Regulations, are intended to regulate the Securities
Market and the related aspects, the imposition of penalty, in
the given facts and circumstances of the said case, cannot be
tested on the ground of “no mens-rea, no penalty”. For
breaches of provisions of SEBI Act and Regulations, according
to the Hon’ble Court, which are civil in nature, mens-rea is not
essential. On particular facts and circumstances of the case,
proper exercise or judicial discretion is a must, but not on a
foundation that mens-rea is an essential to impose penalty in
each and every breach of provisions of the SEBI Act.
3. Discuss the principles which have been evolved by
Courts in connection with violations in context of different
regulations framed under the SEBI Act and the standards
required to establish a violation.
The test of the standards required to be met by SEBI have
come up before the Courts in the context of various
regulations framed under the SEBI Act dealing with different
subjects. The principles laid down in the following judgements
may be relevant:
The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Chairman, SEBI v. Shriram
Mutual Fund (2006) 5 SCC 361 while dealing with SEBI Act
and SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996 held that a breach
of civil obligation which attracts penalty in the nature of fine
under the provisions of the SEBI Act and the Regulations
would immediately attract the levy of penalty irrespective of
the fact whether contravention was made by the defaulter
with guilty intention or not. It was further held that imputing
mens-rea into the provisions of Chapter VI A of the SEBI Act is
against the plain language of the statute and frustrates entire
purpose and object of introducing Chapter VIA to give teeth to
the SEBI to secure strict compliance of the Act and the
Regulations.
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The Hon’ble Securities Appellate Tribunal in the judgment of
Parsoli Corporation Limited vs. SEBI [(2011) SCC Online
SAT 106 : (2011) SAT 106] while dealing with violations of the
SEBI Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices Regulations, 2003
and Securities and Exchange Board of India (Depositories and
Participants) Regulations, 1996 held that in civil proceedings of
the kind that the Hon’ble Court was dealing with, it is not
necessary to establish the motive of the wrongdoer nor is it
necessary to prove mens-rea.
The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in the judgment of SEBI vs.
Kanaiyalal Baldevbhai Patel and Ors. (2017) SCC Online SC
1148 while dealing with “non-intermediary front-running”
under SEBI Prohibition of Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices
Regulations, 2003 observed that to attract the rigor of
Regulations 3 and 4 of the SEBI Prohibition of Fraudulent and
Unfair Trade Practices Regulations, 2003, mens-rea is not an
indispensable requirement and the correct test is one of
preponderance of probabilities.
The Learned Adjudicating Officer in its order dated 25th August
2021 in the matter of Deccan Chronicle Holdings Ltd., (DCHL)
while dealing with certain violations under the SEBI
(Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeover Regulations)
2011, relied upon the judgment of Chairman, SEBI vs Shriram
Mutual Fund and held that Chapter VIA of the SEBI Act has no
element of any criminal offence, and therefore there is no
question of proof of intention or any mens-rea by the Appellants
therein and it is not an essential element for imposing penalty
under SEBI Act and Regulations.

(Advocate Zerick Dastur and Advocate Archana Uppuluri)
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INSIGHTS
INVESTMENT TRENDS FOR
MILLENNIALS - OPPORTUNITIES,
CHALLENGES AND BEYOND IN THE
ERA OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Milan Ganatra
Founder & CEO, 1SilverBullet

A

s millennials come of age and reach their prime
spending years, their financial behaviour has an
increasing influence on the investing trends today.
As a demographic, millennials, falling between the ages of
25 to 40, show some defining characteristics that make
them unique. Defined as digital natives, their investment
decisions are distinctly different from their parents,
dictated in part by a different set of priorities.
Many millennials today see investment as a means of
growing their money in order to pursue their interests
instead of strictly building a retirement corpus. As a result,
their investments show more diversification instead of a
preference towards physical assets like property, gold, or
bank FDs. They can also be attributed with driving the
digital revolution of financial services and products that
we see today, demanding more digital access across the
board. Not just that, they are looking for more
customisation and cost-effective access to various
investment options.
Today, they have access to more opportunities than any
other generation before and could very well be one of the
key driving factors behind India’s fintech ecosystem,
which at an 87% adoption rate is significantly higher than
the global average of 64%. Their investments and
spending patterns will continue to shape the markets and
our economy in the years to come, creating its own
dynamics.
Millennial Investment Trends
Shaped by the internet and a higher disposable income
than their parents, millennials' investment patterns show
a combination of caution and experimentation. With the
pandemic further creating a paradigm shift, investment
trends in this generation have taken a turn with more
investors now showing caution. But, there’s plenty to
cheer about when it comes to investment trends in this
demographic, chief among them is the clear emergence of
a widening base of investors with a divergence in gender,
geography, and income class. This democratisation
means that more millennials are showing financial savvy
and prudence through planned investment.
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Here are some of the emerging trends among millennial
investors:
Starting early: The good news is that millennials seem to
be starting early on their investment journey with more than
30% of investors now falling between the age of 26 and 30.
Of these, 29% are in the 18-25 age group. This could be
because many millennials today have higher disposable
income, more financial security, access, and increased
access to financial know-how/knowledge than their
parents. The obvious benefit of this early start is the time
they can allow their investments to mature fully. The early
start also means that they can build a sizable corpus by their
retirement.

Many millennials today see investment
as a means of growing their money in
order to pursue their interests instead
of strictly building a retirement
corpus. As a result, their investments
show more diversification instead of a
preference towards physical assets
like property, gold, or bank FDs. They
can also be attributed with driving the
digital revolution of financial services
and products that we see today,
demanding more digital access across
the board. Not just that, they are
looking for more customisation and
cost-effective access to various
investment options.
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INSIGHTS
Diversified base: We are seeing a democratisation of the
investor base with the number of first-time investors
steadily, especially from smaller cities and towns. Digital
platforms have ensured that people can start investing
irrespective of their gender, location, access, or even
capital. This pattern for increased investments can be
seen across mutual fund and equity investments.
Socially aware: With more information at their disposal,
millennials are increasingly taking a socially-conscious
approach towards their investment decisions. It is not just
the returns on their investments, they are also looking for
companies that have invested in sustainable tech, clean
energy, or socially relevant causes such as gender
equality or poverty eradication. Consequently, companies
with a track record of innovative green
technology/product or with diverse leadership are more
likely to gain traction with this demographic.
Mutual funds take the lead: Millennials show a definite
divergence from their parents when it comes to their
portfolio. Instead of investing in assets like property, the
biggest share of the investment pie now goes to mutual
funds, followed by equities, and to a much smaller extent,
gold. As young investors, millennials can afford to invest
in equities, allowing these investments to play out.
However, the trend to invest in mutual funds, which are
seen as safer alternatives, can be attributed to a more
cautious approach in the face of a turbulent economy. In
fact, millennials show good signs of financial discipline
with 76% investing in SIPs.
In addition, the average portfolio today consists of 10
lumpsum and 19 mutual funds, showing a clear
preference for a systematic, regular, and disciplined
approach to investing. This is backed by increasing
investments with the average investment going up by
29%. However, when assessing the rise in overall
investments, one must also keep in mind that this data is
gathered by a digital platform. It is still too early to
extrapolate it to a wider investment pattern. It does,
however, show a rise in digital investments and a
promising future.
Spike in ETF investments: When it comes to stock
market trading, another investment class that is fast
gaining traction is ETFs or Exchange-Traded Funds. Their
popularity could be attributed to their cost effectiveness,
higher returns, and product simplicity. 2020 saw ETF
investments surging to 3.22 million, almost doubling from
the previous year’s 1.62 million investors. Daily turnover
also went up by 15%, standing at INR 241 crore for the
year. This comes after a consistent rise in the turnover
which has gone up by 3.5 times over the last five years.
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Getting on the crypto train: Like millennials elsewhere,
the Indian youth have also taken to cryptocurrencies with
enthusiasm. In fact, India is the second-largest adopter of
cryptocurrencies with the market growing to a staggering
USD 6.6 billion in May 2021 from USD 923 million in April
2020. Behind this surge are GenZ and millennials who have
led the impressive rally in crypto investments. It’s not
surprising given their higher risk aptitude and the
international trends we have seen so far. With time at their
side, millennials can afford to let cryptocurrencies play out
and stabilise.

It is also a good time to invest in India’s
IPO boom. With 72 IPOs hitting the stock
market between Jan-Sept, the stock
markets emerged as one of the topearners in IPO proceeds, despite largely
bullish sentiments by the investors.
With digital apps further facilitating
day trading, IPOs hold tremendous
potential for new investors.

Investment opportunities in the era of digital
transformation
The millennial investor has been a pretty smart investor,
showing a willingness towards taking risk while
exercising caution. Digitisation has further widened their
opportunities, providing them with new avenues that are
easy to access.
Increasing equity exposure: While a cautious approach
is advisable in a turbulent economy, the Indian stock
market has shown a remarkable rally during the pandemic
. With the economy showing healthy signs of recovery,
this could be a good time to invest in the equity markets.
Millennials who seem to prefer mutual funds over equity,
can afford to increase the equity share of their portfolio.
As a younger demographic, they can afford to let their
equity investment mature, benefitting from its higher
benefit potential when compared to mutual funds and
bonds.
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It is also a good time to invest in India’s IPO boom. With 72
IPOs hitting the stock market between Jan-Sept, the stock
markets emerged as one of the top-earners in IPO
proceeds, despite largely bullish sentiments by the
investors. With digital apps further facilitating day trading,
IPOs hold tremendous potential for new investors.
Venture debt: Investors, even first-timers, can take part in
India’s rapidly growing startup ecosystem. Venture debts
allows investors to invest in early and growth stage
startups that are backed by venture capitalists. As a debt
fund for startups, it can be high risk, but the returns can
also be just as substantial. However, any such investment
must be carried out after a thorough investigation into the
company’s fundamentals, past funding, traction, and
market growth.
International investing: In a highly digital marketplace,
the average investor today has a high access to
international investment options that offer them multiple
benefits. It opens up the opportunity to invest in upcoming
and innovative companies in established and emerging
markets. Secondly, it allows them to hedge their bets
against rupee depreciation. One can invest through
international mutual funds or under RBI’s Liberalised
Remittance Scheme (LRS).
Pension schemes: While millennials rarely think of
investing in a pension scheme, preferring instead to build
their wealth, it is always advisable to park some of their
money in designated pension schemes, such as PPF or the
National Pension Scheme. These investments double up
as insurance for one’s old age and the sooner one starts,
the more substantial the investment. They also carry
highly useful benefits, such as tax breaks and compound
interests that can prove even more useful as our income
increases with time. Since these investments are also
highly secure against market volatility, they offer a safe
avenue to invest one’s money for the long-term.
More diversification: While millennials show some
degree of diversification in their portfolio, they can go for a
still more diversified portfolio. They can take advantage of
the many investment options available today, from equitylinked market linked debenture to real estate investment
trusts and commodities.
Challenges ahead
While digitisation has created greater democratisation
and ease of making investments, it is not without its
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challenges. For millennials, it can start with trying to put
aside enough savings each month after debts, mortgages,
bills, EMIs and other many expenses.
Information overload: The sheer speed and volume of
information today is overwhelming. To be clear, more
information is always preferable, but it can be challenging
to sift through this data to understand one’s options. When
we add the speed at which financial events can impact this
data, it becomes even more difficult for first-time
investors.
Volatile markets: While there is always some logic in
market behaviour, it can leave even seasoned players
flummoxed. During periods of high volatility, investors can
end up with heavy losses or sudden profits. To safeguard
against such volatility, it is always advisable to put stoploss arrangements in place.
Spoiled by choices: It is always great to have multiple
choices, but it can also leave us confused or afraid of losing
out. No matter what choices we make, we will end up
rejecting an investment that may prove winner in the long
run. Too many choices can leave us confused or end up
delaying our decisions.
Emerging data now clearly shows that millennials are
willing to take risks while still staying cautious. It also
shows healthy signs of financial discipline where many
such first-time investors are slowly building up their
assets in a systematic approach. They are keen to take
advantage of the many options available to them and allow
them to play out. Overall, we must welcome their demand
for growing digitisation and a keen interest in investing in
their future, irrespective of their location, gender or family
background.

Milan founded Miles Software in 1999, a global technology solutions leader in
the wealth, asset, and portfolio management space. Through Miles, he curated a
product that makes fund management seamless, for not only professionals but
also for the average user wanting to manage their assets systematically. After
running the company as a Chief Executive Officer for 20 years and having gained
over 400,000 plus loyal users from across the board, he sold the company to
EBIXCash in 2018 with the vision to watch his brainchild grow into a leading tech
solutions platform across the globe. A first-generation entrepreneur, Milan was
always clear about starting out on his own. A visionary and a first-mover in
India’s now thriving fintech ecosystem, Milan finds himself in a position to lead
innovation, while continuing to work in a field that is close to his heart.
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AN INDIAN PLATFORM FOR INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENTS - OPPORTUNITY TO
ADDRESS US ESTATE TAX ISSUE
(New approach to Trade Globally)
Kartik Chhaya
Chief Operating Officer (COO)
RupeeSeed Technology Ventures Pvt. Ltd.

C

urrent State: Indian investors can invest in foreign stocks
within the Liberalized Remittance Scheme (LRS) limit of
USD 250,000. There are brokerage houses which allow
Indian tax residents to buy and sell foreign stocks.
Issue that needs redressal: However, there is an open issue of
the U.S. Estate Tax on Indian tax residents and has not been
widely discussed or addressed. U.S. Estate Tax Rate is 40%. It is
applicable above an exceptionally low threshold portfolio holding
of USD 60,000 (~ Rs.45 lakhs). It is intended to pursue the U.S.
Estate Tax issue in greater details and suggests measures to
address it. There is no concept of estate tax in India and Investors
investing in US markets can land up paying excessive tax when
assets get transferred to nominee.
Opportunity (?): India could address the issue of U.S. Estate
Taxes by creating an Indian Platform of NSDL / CDSL Trusts to hold
foreign securities. This Indian Platform of NSDL / CDSL Trusts for
transactions in foreign stocks could offer several benefits such as:
• Consolidation of voting power in the hands of the Government
of India (GoI).
• Better control by GoI on outbound investments
• Better legal support for Indian investors because they will not
be subject to expensive U.S. jurisdiction
• Increased tax revenue for GoI. Global diversification of
investments for Indian Tax Residents and new opportunities
for financial services firms and thousands of new jobs.
Points to ponder: The traditional view considered Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI 1.0) as desirable irrespective of whether its
equity structure included Indian public shareholding. Since then,
the world has undergone a regime change with the emergence of
Internet MNCs Microsoft, Google, Facebook and Twitter etc.
which are based on ‘winner-takes-all’ platform business models.
This makes it extremely challenging to have a competing
operating system or search engine start-up in India. Web services
markets are permanently ceded to Internet MNCs so much so that
ironically some Government data now resides on Amazon Web
Services. Platform businesses at this scale resemble nationstates and control economic systems that are bigger than many
national economies.
Global landscape and adoption: China pro-actively designed her
FDI strategy that banned Internet MNCs. U.S. has also been very
strategic in selectively blocking Alibaba and Tencent. Learning
from the global FDI MNC policy experience, rather than accepting
the current situation of ‘winner MNC takes it all’ as fate accompli,
it is sought to harmonize interests of all stakeholders including
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Indian consumers, the government and investors by pursuing an
equitable logic, i.e. Global Multinational Companies’ market value
must be equitably distributed across nations in such a way that
value derived out of a particular nation must be available to
investing citizens of that nation.

Wealth distribution would create a virtuous
cycle of innovative ideas, entrepreneurship,
employment, consumption, higher taxes,
social & physical infrastructure for the
benefit of the Indian society.

Wealth distribution would create a virtuous cycle of innovative
ideas, entrepreneurship, employment, consumption, higher
taxes, social & physical infrastructure for the benefit of the Indian
society. As we know, keeping national interest in mind, China
adopts coercive methods like banning foreign Internet MNCs by
creating firewalls to foster growth of Chinese internet companies
such as Alibaba and Tencent (market caps ~$400 Billion).
Moreover, the government strategically deploys a quid pro quo
policy, which requires multinational firms to transfer technology,
share patents and enter in to mandatory 50:50 Joint Ventures
with Chinese partners in return for market access. In our
democracy such bans were deemed infeasible. Hence, we could
not build any Indian search engine or social media company of the
size of Google or Facebook.
Method for accessing Foreign Stocks - Liberalized
Remittance Scheme (LRS) - for Individual Investors Under LRS,
an individual can transfer up to US $2,50,000 abroad in a year.
Theoretically, this amount can be utilized for buying stocks.
However, it is very challenging to open a U.S. Bank Account
without a Social Security Number and U.S. permanent address. It
rules out LRS as an option for buying foreign stocks for most
people. Moreover, for Indian citizens, U.S. Estate taxes of 40%
above wealth level of $60,000 will apply. To utilize the LRS limit,
some investors use NASDAQ listed Interactive Broker Inc’s
services (office in India) for buying foreign stocks. HDFC
Securities and ICICI Securities and few other brokers are also
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facilitating transactions in foreign stocks. However, there are
issues in that route.
U.S. Estate Tax is a serious issue for Indian Investors investing in
foreign stocks U.S. stock market size The U.S. stock market
makes up around 40% of the world in terms of market
capitalization and hence, addressing the U.S. Estate Tax issue is
very important. U.S. stock markets have about 3,500 companies
listed on them and around 45%-50% of their revenues are non-U.S.
This means that taking exposure to U.S.-listed companies
provides exposure to the rest of the developed and emerging
markets through their international operating revenues. If an
investor is choosing to invest outside of his domestic market,
then the single market they need to focus on is the U.S. (Of course,
one should invest in other markets too).
The most practical and achievable solution is presented
below:
NSDL / CDSL Trusts - A Measure to address the U.S. Estate
Tax Issue
If American depositary receipts are held by the trust, on the
settlor's death, the IRS ruled that the assets will not be property in
the United States and will not be included in the settlor's gross
estate for U.S. Estate Tax purposes. Using this ruling the Indian
government could facilitate setting up of a trust under NSDL that
could be used for routing Indian Investors’ investments in foreign
stocks.
Both NSDL and CDSL can form an International Depository
Operation (IDO). Both can be formed inside a trust (or each can
have their own trust). As soon as someone in India wants to
purchase an American or any other foreign stock, the order is
translated into an order on behalf of the holding trust. The order
hits NYSE or LSE etc. as an order for the same share and quantity
that the Indian investor has ordered but is seen as an order given
by the holding trust. As soon as the stock is received in a fully
disclosed manner in the name of the holding trust and held in the
U.S. depository in its name, it creates an equivalent virtual share
of the same quantity and price for the Indian citizen in India.
However, this virtual share is held in either IDO (NSDL or CDSL)
depending on which platform the client has used to place the
order initially. Therefore, the client will see a fully disclosed virtual
share (say BharatShare) of the same stock in his international
demat managed by IDO. To illustrate; if he buys Google (GOOGL),
he will see a share GOOGL: IND in his account, i.e., the GoogleBharat share. This will help take care of the U.S. Estate Tax issues
(or for any other country too). Further, this will also help solve for
legalities as the holding trust will have huge financial resources
and sovereign backing. So, any issues coming up in any country
can be taken up without each and every retail Indian investor
having to figure out what to do.
Justification and the Benefits of the NSDL / CDSL Trusts
Proposal: Indian regulation seems to have so far been such, that
the stocks of powerful and monopolistic platform companies
operating in India would be traded on foreign exchanges. Indians
would not get to invest in those specific entities in meaningful
amounts at low costs.
Even though Indian tax residents can invest in mutual funds that
invest in international stocks, the millennial generation as well as
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the knowledgeable and wealthy are opting for direct investment
in specific stocks due to democratization of investing advice and
app based investing trend that offers inexpensive broking options
and thematic stock baskets.
Benefits of this proposal:
• Implementation of this proposal would create jobs and make
Indian financial services ecosystem vibrant.
• Indian Tax Residents would be able to diversify their portfolio
internationally. Foreign Indices such as NASDAQ 100 have
provided better returns than Indian Indices such as Nifty over
the past decade.
• Indian residents holding foreign productive assets (such as
foreign stocks) in foreign currency is strategically desirable.
• Indian tax resident investors would be happy to be subject to
Indian jurisdiction rather than U.S. jurisdiction.
• Indian government will be able to monitor the investing
activities of its citizens more closely.
• Increased volume and value of investor transactions could
result in higher revenue for the government by way of
Securities Transaction Tax and Capital Gains Tax.
• Any disputes could be settled at institutional level as against
retail level.
Concluding Remarks: It may be recommended the proposal ‘Trade in India’ i.e. enabling transactions in USD -denominated
parent MNC Shares as a measure to address following issues (a)
‘winner takes all’ platform companies such as Facebook that are
exploiting the Indian consumer markets are not listed on Indian
bourses and therefore Indian investors cannot invest in them for
capital appreciation (b) Indian investors are not well diversified
due to lack of exposure to global stocks even though as
consumers they use MNCs’ products and (c) U.S. Estate Tax
issue.
Addressing the issue of U.S. Estate Taxes would remove the
bottleneck for Indian investments in foreign stocks. Setting up a
platform of NSDL / CDSL Trusts for holding foreign stocks is an
elegant measure to address the U.S. Estate Tax issue.

Contribution credits:
• Mr. Umesh Kudalkar, CFA of the Pune International Centre
• Stratage Law Partners - Darshan Upadhyay, Bhavin Gada, Mehak Gupta
• A 2019 article in 'The Hindu' titled 'The Brick and Mortar of FDI 2.0'
written by Vijay Kelkar, Narendra Jadhav and Umesh Kudalkar
• https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/the-brick-and-mortar-of-fdi20/article29587738.ece
Kartik Chhaya, Capital Markets operations professional with 25+ years of
experience across domestic and international capital markets. Currently, working
as Chief Operating Officer (COO) of RupeeSeed Technology Ventures Pvt. Ltd.
which is leading trading platform and mobility solution provider in India.
Rupeeseed is market leader in Mobile Trading Apps and have Wealth Platform and
other digital solutions for financial Intermediaries.
Worked with JP Morgan as Executive Director leading operations teams across
locations for Global Clearing for Listed Derivatives products. Set up global Futures
& options middle and back-office operations for Nomura and led global Prime
brokerage functions for the Investment Banking Division of the firm.
Was part of the BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange) in market surveillance function
and implemented first online surveillance system for the Exchange (BOSS). A
guest lecturer at various institutes including BSE Training Institute, IIM-V, NMIMS,
GLC (Government Law College, Mumbai) on topics on Indian Capital markets.
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RECOGNISING AND REWARDING
SOPHISTICATED INVESTORS, A MATURING
INDIAN ALTERNATIVES LANDSCAPE
FOR LARGE INVESTORS
CA Shailendra Sharma
Associate Director, Products (Advisory),
Asset Services Advisory, Edelweiss Group

T

he Accredited Investors / Professional / Qualified
investors (collective referred as AIs) is a popular concept
in the international fund arena devised for informed
investors creating a liberalised and conducive regulatory
climate both for the issuers of securities and financial /
securities market products / service providers. Globally,
investor group is recognised as retail, institution and sovereign
where the securities market regulators as a practice, have
relaxed the rigors of onerous conditions for the AIs owning
higher risk appetite. Typically, AIs are devised for such
investor class bearing relative capital market experiences and
other ancillary aspects that apprehend various financial
products factoring the risks-reward ratio associated with the
expected investment opportunities in the securities market.
Consequentially, the AI regime offer flexibility and freedom for
the fund managers to customise portfolio for such AIs than
other investors to maximise profits that are capable of making
risky investments and willing to compromise with minimal
regulatory protection.
The concept of AI globally a widely accepted principle adopted
by the European Union (EU) similar to the USA that has
designed a framework of Elective Professional Clients (EPC).
Such EPCs as Sophisticated Investors are obliged to fulfil both
Quantitative and Qualitative tests for certification after
complying with certain conditions. Indian capital market
regulator (SEBI) with an objective to introduce best
international practices after due deliberation with the relevant
stakeholders, had released a consultation paper on AI model to
embrace in the Indian securities market, envisaged to promote
the matured investors through uniform conditions,
accompanied with a favourable regulatory landscape offering
multiple benefits.
The advent of exponential returns offered by the Indian market
with the pace of growth continuing since 2019 is well
recognised across the globe is eying to hold a dominant
position has compelled SEBI to review the present investment
regime and introduce good global practices. The column aims
to delve on various nuances of AI concept structured for the
Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs), Portfolio Manager (PM)
and Registered Investment Advisers (RIAs) introduced in the
Indian securities market offering financial services to informed
investors by elucidating a comprehensive analysis of the
eligibility criteria, operational guidelines alongwith the
implementation process and the benefits offered in India.
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Background
The role of SEBI or any global market regulator is not merely
limited to ensure smooth functioning of the capital market but
is cast with wide responsibility to provide sufficient investor
protection by constantly upgrading and improving the
regulatory requirements to assist investors in making an
informed decision. The idea to introduce disclosure
requirements, filing of offer document/ prospectus, flexibility
in respect of investor reporting, etc. is with the primary
objective of stringent compliance to safeguard a risk free
investing climate for all investors though time consuming. The
investment framework ensures that the investors are making a
calculated decision conversely, for the experienced investors
regulatory obligations become more burdensome and
redundant as they are broadly familiar with the risks/prospects
of their investments.

The role of SEBI or any global
market regulator is not merely
limited to ensure smooth functioning
of the capital market but is cast
with wide responsibility to provide
sufficient investor protection by
constantly upgrading and improving
the regulatory requirements to
assist investors in making an
informed decision.

The technical concept of ‘experienced’ or ‘professional’
investors is recognized by many global securities and financial
market regulators broadly conferred under various classes of
investors like Qualified Investors, AI or Professional Investors.
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Such specific class of investors is recognised as the one
possessing capacity to deal in relatively riskier investment
products due to their stable financial status and ability to bear
managed financial losses. Practically, investments made by
AIs are closely monitored by the fund managers or are directly
monitored by the AIs possessing financial acumen, acquainted
with the risks involved owing to their market experience.
AIs usually are regarded as a specific group or class of
investors encompassing family trusts, sole proprietorships,
partnerships firms (firms), trusts, and corporate bodies and so
on, primarily identified on the basis of their income and net
worth allowed investing in such types of securities as
permissible under the regulations. It is reckoned that such
investors possess sophistication and financial strength to
assume risks in such unregulated or lightly regulated financial
product capable to make an informed decision for their
investments, unlike other investors.
SEBI accordingly released consultation paper earlier last year
aimed to introduce best international practices based on
industry feedback approving the widely established principle
to grant investors a privileged status mindful of the risks and
regulatory compliances attributes. In the consultation paper
SEBI, taking cognisance of the prevalent market conditions
suggested that AIs should not only satisfy the net worth and
income criteria but, also expects them to comply with the
experience criteria in the financial services market
understanding the regulatory compliances including the risk
associated.
Aligned with the feedback from various stakeholders SEBI in
its June 2021 Board Meeting besides approving many
regulatory amendments formally accepted to release the AI
Rules offering advantage for AIs by relaxing the redundant and
restrictive practices thus, enabling minimal regulatory
involvement facilitating potential investments with high
returns that commensurate with the AIs relevant experienced
skills for promoting ease of investing adopted by many
countries.
Globally recognized AI engineering, an ordinal relay
In determining if the AI Rules introduced by SEBI is consistent
with other selected jurisdictions, it becomes pertinent to
understand a comparative landscape of the eligibility criteria
for AIs aimed to determine if the parameters under the Indian
AI framework is modernized enough to bring them at par with
the other jurisdictions. A broad level of AI Rules applicable in
other jurisdictions prescribing relevant criteria for the
privileges and obligations are discussed hereunder.
1. Canadian version
Under the Canadian laws at least one of the following should be
satisfied like:
• A natural person should have:
- net worth singly or collective with spouse exceeding
US$ 1 million, and either is able to bear the economic
risk of investment in shares that does not exceed 10
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•

•

•
•

percent of net worth or joint net worth
- individual income exceeding US$ 0.20 million in each of
the 2 most recent years, or jointly with the spouse
exceeding US$ 0.30 million in each of the previous
years and reasonably expects to reach the same
income level in the current year with capability to bear
economic risk of investment in shares or investment in
shares that does not exceed 10 percent of net worth or
joint net worth
Trusts with total assets exceeding US$ 5 million, not
specifically established for the purpose of acquiring
shares, and purchase of securities is directed by a person
bearing knowledge and experience in financial and
business matters capable of evaluating merits and risks of
the prospective investment
Bank or a financial association or other institution defined
under the Securities Act whether acting in its individual or
fiduciary capacity
Broker or dealer registered under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934
Insurance Company as per the Securities Act including
certain other qualified institutional investors

2. EU version
AI laws in EU are similar to the USA that adopted the essence
of experience conditions, but unlike USA to have adopted such
requirements as an optional condition, EU made it mandatory
to comply. For individuals to receive AI status in EU it requires
them to execute significant size transactions on the relevant
market at an average frequency of 10 per quarter over the
previous 4 quarters. Additionally, it also prescribes such
investors to possess a financial portfolio of over EUR 0.50
million with relevant experience in the financial sector for at
least 1 year
3. Singapore Version
The Singapore version qualifies AI only on satisfying the
following eligibility criteria for:
• individuals having net personal assets of more than SG$ 2
million and with income in preceding 12 months exceeding
SG$ 0.30 million; and
• corporations where total assets exceed SG$ 10 million
qualify to apply for accreditation status
The AI status was usually granted without any explicit request
exposing such investors to be unaware of the risks involved as
an AI in the market. Thus, to minimise such risk Singapore AI
laws were amended to introduce the opt-in concept, where
investors can qualify only through application in writing for
availing of an AI status.
4. UK version
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) regulates the working
of an EPC similar to the EU term for AI. Post Brexit it prescribes
individual may be classified as an EPC if they fulfil at least 2 out
of 3 quantitative criteria where:
• they carry out a transaction of significant size in the
relevant market;
• financial instrument portfolio should be more than EUR
0.50 million;
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• they possess expertise of at least 1 year as a financial
professional executing transaction
UK adopts a hybrid test since it contains monetary criteria and
might also consider financial transaction experience in
classifying a person as EPC
5. USA version
The concept of AI was originated from the USA that requires
investor to satisfy the prescribed conditions as per US
Securities Commission as under:
• individuals earning more than US$ 0.20 million income per
year or a joint income of US$ 0.30 million per year in each
of the last 2 years and expect them to reasonably maintain
the same level of income
• has net worth more than US$1 million (excluding primary
residence value) either individually or jointly with spouse
• institutional investors as a trust with total assets more
than US$5 million
• non-profit making organization, corporation, or firm with
assets exceeding US$5 million
• Director, executive officer, or general partner of the
company selling the securities
• Employee benefit plan as per the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act if a bank, insurance company, or
registered investment adviser makes investment
decisions or if the plan has total assets in excess of US$5
million
• Trusts with assets exceeding US$5 million, not formed to
acquire the securities offered, whose purchases a
sophisticated person under the Securities Act
For a global perspective, it is worth referring a tabulation of the
AIs adopted worldwide from east to west explaining high-level
criterion for individuals and registered non-individuals like
corporates, trusts, etc. of income, networth, assets or
transactions as qualifying conditions alongwith profile
verification to satisfy qualitative conditions.
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It is quite evident that the threshold remains fairly realistic and
elaborate in the US region, a pioneer in the AI concept
compared to other jurisdictions. The process of AI has
supported the US fund managers to design customized
products for hassle-free investments in US markets that
currently have leadership position with over $50 trillion market
cap. As India remains 6th largest in the list and scaling up
consistently, given the persistent efforts on regulatory
simplification by SEBI like AIs is likely to encourage the
informed global and domestic investors to focus on the Indian
markets.

In order to maintain a positive
investment momentum and mitigate the
impact of the pandemic, SEBI in India
constantly adapts to innovative investor
friendly methods to create a conducive
investment milieu for all risk bearing
investors by introducing best
international practices. The AI
philosophy in India is designed on the
similar principle of flexible regulatory
framework as prevalent in numerous
jurisdictions to offer promising results.
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Indian Alternatives gearing up for next level with big boy
players
In order to maintain a positive investment momentum and
mitigate the impact of the pandemic, SEBI in India constantly
adapts to innovative investor friendly methods to create a
conducive investment milieu for all risk bearing investors by
introducing best international practices. The AI philosophy in
India is designed on the similar principle of flexible regulatory
framework as prevalent in numerous jurisdictions to offer
promising results.
SEBI Rules for AI is likely to enable professional investors to
expand their investment horizon and offer wide avenues for
investments in multiple fund regime and schemes thus,
diversifying their risks and maximising their returns. The term
AI is derived from the French word “accréditer” which means
“to give accreditation to”. As the name suggests, AI was
introduced to appreciate the financial acumen and higher risk
appetite of an investor class thereby providing them financial
freedom to undertake investment in certain high risk complex
financial products which are primarily reserved for ultra-high
net worth / institutional investors satisfying the prescribed
criteria:
1) Eligibility criteria for an AI
“As market expands so will investors returns’ with this theory
Limited Partners always scout for higher returns through
portfolio diversification where structural changes like AI can
potentially streamline and offer clarity to the investor group
through advanced products. Accordingly, SEBIs’ initiative to
invite professional investors regarded as informed or well
advised investors under AIF, PM and RIA Regulations for such
investment products has attracted investor’s attention. The
qualifying criterion stipulated is based on financial parameters
like annual income and net worth. The de minims thresholds
are incorporated to protect the investors lacking adequate
financial stability from unsuitable investment products that
includes any person (Individual / Hindu undivided family (HUF)
/ firm / body corporate / trusts) to be regarded as an AI if such
person satisfies the financial criteria specified and a certificate
of accreditation is granted by an accreditation agency
(Agency) to such eligible investor. The financial criteria
specified for:
• an Individual / HUF / family trust / sole proprietorship
having:
- Annual income of at least INR 20 Million, or
- Net worth of at least INR 75 Million (of which at least
INR 3.75 Million should be in form of financial assets),
or
- Annual income of at least INR 10 Million and minimum
net worth of at least INR 50 Million (of which at least
INR 25 Million should be in the form of financial assets);
• body corporate / trusts (other than family trust) with net
worth of at least INR 500 Million; and
• firm, each partner shall independently satisfy the eligibility
criteria as provided for individuals
Besides the above parameters to offer liberal conditions AI
Rules prescribe exemption for certain recognised entities to
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obtain certificate from the Agency that includes:
• Central and State Governments;
• Developmental agencies set up under the aegis of the
Central and State Governments;
• Funds set up by the Central Government or the State
Governments;
• Qualified Institutional Buyers;
• Category I Foreign Portfolio Investors;
• Sovereign wealth funds; and
• Multilateral agencies and any other entity as may be
specified by SEBI
2) Role of the Agency
AI is referred as any person granted a certificate of
accreditation by the Agency recognised by SEBI that
satisfies the eligibility parameters like:
• Agency is a subsidiary of a recognized Stock Exchange
(Exchange) or a Depository or any other entity specified by
SEBI where persons desirous of being reckoned as AIs to
approach an Agency for AI through an application
• Subsidiaries of Exchange shall meet the following criteria:
- has minimum 20 years presence in Indian securities
market and networth of INR 2. Billion
- presence of nation-wide terminals and Investor Service
Centers in at least 20 cities
- having Investor grievance redressal mechanisms in
place, including arbitration
- any other criteria as specified by SEBI
• Agency is responsible for:
- processing applications for accreditation and issuance
of accreditation certificate
- verification of documents submitted by applicants for
accreditation like Tax ID, net worth certificate,
securities holding statement, undertakings and audited
financials
- verification of accreditation status maintaining
confidentiality of investor information
- maintaining data of accredited investors
• The prospective AI on receipt of the Certificate shall furnish
a Consent to the Investment provider (IP or fund) to the
effect that investor:
- wishes to avail benefits under the AI framework with
consent
- can bear financial risks associated with the investment
- has necessary knowledge and means to understand
the features of the Investment Product
- is aware that investment product is meant for AIs and
not subject to the same regulatory oversight as over
investment products meant for investors other than AI
• The fund is obliged to independently verify AI status and
may obtain additional undertakings from AIs provided they
do not dilute or contravene undertakings as per the
consent
• The agreement shall provide details of regulatory
concessions agreed between the AI and IP with
prescribed conditions including consequences in the
event of becoming ineligible during the tenure of such
agreement
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3) Operational guidelines for AI in India
The Net worth criteria to determine the eligible AIs are
prescribed for ease of implementation is explained as under:
• Net worth for corporate body and Trust is computed as per:
- (Capital + free reserves) – (Accumulated losses +
deferred expenditure not written off)
- (Book value of all assets, other than intangible assets) –
(Book value of total liabilities)
• For accreditation of individual, HUFs and Sole
Proprietorships investors value of primary residence of
individual, Karta of HUF and Sole Proprietor excluded for
net worth calculation
• Investments held jointly by more than 1 individual can be
jointly held with parents and children of which at least 1
person independently satisfy the eligibility criteria of AI
and in case of joint holder as a spouse should meet the
combined income/ net worth condition
• Net worth is computed on latest audited financial
information as on the financial year in which application is
made
• Eligibility of foreign investors is determined in rupee
equivalent terms of their income and/or net worth
• AIs besides opting-in also have an option to withdraw
where the client agreement shall prescribe modalities in
case of discontinuance alongwith the consequences of
withdrawal of the benefits availed by AIs like:
- after availing the benefit of lower ticket size AI should
increase investment to minimum amount stipulated
under applicable law for the particular investment
product, within the specified timeframe
- before the expiry of the client agreement to avail
concessions as per AI Rules where investments are
already made gets ‘grandfathered’ and continue to be
reckoned as investments by an AI
- withdrawal is made effective from the date of
withdrawal of consent and any further transaction is in
accordance with the regular fund regulations
- in pooled investment product launched exclusively for
AIs, where concessions under the regulatory
framework were availed such IP cannot grant flexibility
to withdraw their Consent
• Eligibility of AI status initially remains valid for 1 year with
an extension of 2 years period, if such person has satisfied
the eligibility criteria in each of the preceding 3 years
4) The recognising method for AIs adopted by Agency in
India
In order to implement the modalities for the AI framework,
applications were received from various groups to be
recognized as an Agency qualifying such conditions to issue
Accreditation Certificate to the investors seeking
accreditation. SEBI post examination of the applications
approved BASL, a wholly owned subsidiary of BSE Limited
(BSE) as an Agency for a period of 3 years subject to renewal
of such recognition.
The procedure for application by AI and verification of
accreditation status by IP like AIF, PMS and RIAs including
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other modalities is made available on the BASL website. BASL
has prescribed a Standard Operating Procedure to obtain AI
Certification and a verification method for the fund through an
online portal facility to apply for AI certification. The online
portal besides “AI Login” published a user manual for
processing applications where AI is obliged to follow a
detailed process method for application. A synopsis of the AI
procedure laid by the Agency is highlighted as under:

The SEBI consultation paper
prescribes certain advantages that
include flexibility for minimum
investment amount (lower ticket
size) and exemptions from
regulatory requirements applicable
to certain investment products for
AIs. Further, the inclusion of
accredited investors in the capital
markets is likely to strengthen the
AIF management and eventually, will
also encourage the participation of
foreign investors in India.

1) Process for AI
• Prospective AI to access BASL online portal and Login to
submit their application for AI certification
• Post access AI to complete the requisite login registration
process
• On completion of login registration, AI directed to page for
updation of their relevant details with uploading facility of
self-attested documents like, Tax ID, Networth certificate,
Audited financials, etc.
• On updation and uploading of all relevant details and
documents, AI is redirected to fee payment portal, post
payment of the applicable fees/charges to BASL, AI
application is shared with BASL for processing
• BASL will undertake processing of AI application by
verification of details and documents submitted
• BASL to issue AI certificate to the eligible AI whose
application is approved providing relevant details including
the validity period displayed on the certificate
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2) Verification for AI by the IP
• IP can access BASL online portal facility for verification of
the accreditation status of AI and on access to IP URL it is
required to complete the requisite login registration
• On registration, IP is directed to the page for submitting
self-attested documents for authentication like Proof of
Identity (Copy of Tax ID) and Proof of SEBI Registration No.
• On submission of licensing details, BASL to verify SEBI
Registration No. of the IP with its records and
acknowledge through a unique code for authentication of
completing IP Registration
• IP can use registered login credentials for all its future
access for verification of AI
• In situations of mismatch with BASL records, BASL portal
to display an erroneous message
• On submission of AI details, IP then directed to the
payment portal for remitting the relevant BASL charges
• On payment of relevant charges to BASL, BASL to confirm
verification of the concerned AI
The process of issuing AI certification to the eligible investors
is made simplified through a digitized mechanism by the
Agency to ease the implementation of issuing AI Certificate
has paved the way for taking a leap ahead in domestic fund
segment and support established funds to attract large
professional investors a much- defined concept
internationally.
Boons of the AI regime for the investment ecosystem
The SEBI consultation paper prescribes certain advantages
that include flexibility for minimum investment amount (lower
ticket size) and exemptions from regulatory requirements
applicable to certain investment products for AIs. Further, the
inclusion of accredited investors in the capital markets is likely
to strengthen the AIF management and eventually, will also
encourage the participation of foreign investors in India. As
start-ups are unable to raise capital in their early stages,
investments through innovative financial products and
services to AIs can be an appropriate solution.
1) In AIFs
Any AIF or scheme of an AIF in which each investor (excluding
Investment Manager (IM), Sponsor, employees or directors of
the AlF or employees or directors of the IM) is an AI that
invests atleast INR 700 Million is recognised as a “large value
fund for accredited investors (LVF) eligible for relaxations
highlighted as under:
• The minimum capital commitment of INR 10 Million that
each investor (excluding employees or directors of the
Fund and the employees or directors of the IM) is obliged
to invest is relaxed enabling them to diversify their
investments across AIFs
• An AIF can launch schemes with separate offer document
filed with SEBI within 30 days prior to the launch of such
scheme. Fund with AIs is exempt from filing offer
document within the prescribed time which can be
deferred
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• Extension of the tenure of the fund is permitted even
beyond 2 years
• LVFs are permitted to invest up to 50 percent of the Net
Asset Value (NAV) as against 25 percent established as
Category I or Category II AIF in an investee company
directly or through investment in the units of other AIFs
and in Category III AIF are permitted to invest up to 20
percent of the investable funds as against 10 percent in an
investee company directly or through investment in units
of other AIFs
• Statutorily minimum thresholds of investments grant
accepted by a social venture fund is a minimum of INR 2.5
Million and in case of AI such threshold is relaxed to
amount less than INR 2.5 Million in a social venture fund
• The rationale to allow waiver to AIs committing more than
INR 700 Million in an AIF from the regulatory compliances
under the AIF Regulations, is on the premise that the
investor is conversant with the regulatory risks involved
and has ability and resources to carry out requisite due
diligence
2) In PMS
• AIs with minimum investment of INR 100 Million can be
served by PMS subject to relaxed regulatory requirement
for investment in unlisted securities that enter into
bilaterally negotiated agreements with the PMS provider
like:
- PMS can provide discretionary or non-discretionary
management or advisory services for up to 100 percent
of the assets under management (AUM) in unlisted
securities if the client of PMs is LVFs with suitable
disclosures made in the disclosure document
- Flexibility to PMS while entering into an agreement
with LVFs where a PM is not required to mandatorily
include contents as specified in the PMS Regulations in
their agreement with LVFs
- PM can accept any funds / investment from client for
management even if the quantum of such investment is
below INR 5 Million with suitable disclosures made in
the disclosure document
- Exit load on redemption in part or full ranging from 3 to
0% depending on the period of exit by the investors
operating guidelines of the PMS Regulations is relaxed
to such quantum and manner as may be mutually
agreed between the client and the PM through a
bilaterally negotiated contractual terms and condition
3) In RIAs
• RIA guideline specifies the mode of charging fees and
limits the levy of fees chargeable from its client presently
capped upto INR 1.25 lacs per annum as fixed fee and
performance fee upto 2.5% of the asset under advisory.
RIAs onboarding AIs have flexibility to charge fees
without any restriction in the prescribed mode payable to
the RIA as mutually agreed between the client and RIA
through a bilaterally negotiated contractual terms and
condition
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Relevant Parties
Indian Market
Ecosystem

Key advantages
1. Limited regulatory framework for AI products/
services assisting:
• replicating global best practices for Ultra
High-Net-Worth Individuals / large ticket
investors
• developing niche market and products for
better depth and value proposition
• better channelization of regulatory resources
for protection of investors other than AIs
• development of securities market through
more participation and more products

Accredited
Investors

1. Portfolio diversification supporting:
• Bespoke investment products (structured
products)
• Multiple investment products offered due to
lower investment size
• Relaxing contractual conditions and terms for
administrative ease
Issuers of
1. Efficient risk labeling (product classification)
securities (Investee 2. Increased transparency
Companies, Funds, 3. Reduced compliances supporting:
Fund and Portfolio • Optimise costs and maximise returns by
minimizing market volatility
Managers,
• flexibility in designing investment products
Investment
• flexibility of investment by recognized
Advisers, etc.
sovereign backed funds, etc.
• implement efficient process of onboarding,
operations and compliance
• ease of launch of innovative (customized)
financial products

Key takeaways
Traditionally, the concept of AIs is well recognised globally
while in India financially or commercially the concept of AIs
was prevalent for the limited purpose like for investors to
invest on the Innovators Growth Platform without any formal
AI regulatory framework for such investors. The
implementation of AI concept in India is a revolutionary step to
pave the way for taking a leap ahead in Indian fund segment
and support established funds to attract large professional
investors. The concept if implemented efficiently through the
Agency will also add a repository for other industry to target
such AIs for enhanced penetration of structured products and
devise specific plans for such investors in the Fund regimes.
The theory of AIs was prevalent in many other developed and
developing markets and was need of the hour to be launched in
India. SEBI introduced the eligibility criteria based on
quantitative parameters only but as the regime evolves, like in
certain other developed markets SEBI may further relax certain
quantitative parameters and add qualitative conditions
(qualification / experience) as eligibility criteria for AIs. The
incorporation of the qualitative test in the Indian market will
add enormous potential to expand the pool of AIs manifesting
the benefits envisaged by SEBI. It will be interesting to observe
a gradual development in the eligibility criteria where such
relaxations is likely to play a vital role in strengthening AI
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framework and attract more sophisticated investors within its
fold. Interestingly, the AI Rule, will be one for all solution to
invite informed investors including for the funds established in
the International Financial Services Centres.

To summarise, the introduction of AI
Framework will bring array of activities
in the Indian securities market beginning
this year. It is expected to open
additional avenues of fund raising by
providing the much-needed financial
freedom to sophisticated investors and
thereby help the Indian securities market
to reach new highs.

The requirement to invest 25 percent for Category I and
Category II and 10 percent for Category III towards
diversification usually restricts flexibility of AIFs to undertake
specific investment objects or for investment in pre-identified
assets to maximise returns. Considering AIs are a class of
well-informed investors having significant market knowledge
permitting PMS to provide portfolio management or advisory
services for unlisted securities upto 100 percent of the AUM
reflects a pragmatic approach. The relaxation granted to LVFs
from diversification requirement and the extension of tenure
will open doors for new funds offering structured investment
solutions.
To summarise, the introduction of AI Framework will bring
array of activities in the Indian securities market beginning this
year. It is expected to open additional avenues of fund raising
by providing the much-needed financial freedom to
sophisticated investors and thereby help the Indian securities
market to reach new highs.

Shailendra Sharma is a Chartered Accountant associated with a multinational
financial services firm, India. The view expressed in the document are personal
based on my professional experience and does not in any case represent or
express the views or opinion of the organisation, group, firm or other bodies I am
associated with.
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tock markets across the globe are a little volatile as
the threat of the Omicron variant tempered the
optimism among the investors. Despite recent
volatility, we believe that investors who are looking for long
term investment options should consider equity market
volatility as an opportunity to invest while keeping in mind
the proper asset allocation of the portfolio among different
asset classes.
Indian Economy Shows Encouraging Signs
The Indian economy is recovering fast post sudden and
massive second wave of the pandemic which hit the nation
in April & May this year. The faster pace of vaccination
crossing 1.25 billion doses covering 85% of the adult
population with at least one dose and 50% fully vaccinated
is a confidence booster for people to come out and indulge
in the economic activity.
The recent virus variant “Omicron” is creating new worries
but is still expected not to hit the health and the economy as
badly as the second wave earlier in April. The sectors which
were lagging till now like aviation, hospitality, tourism and
entertainment had started to open up but fresh waves may
spoil the newfound enthusiasm for these sectors in short
term.
The Indian FY2021-22 Q2-GDP numbers announced
recently turned out at 8.4% and are in line with the
expectations. The heartening part was that in real terms the
economy recovered to pre-pandemic levels compared to
the same quarter of FY2019-20 and marginally higher by
0.30%.
The government announced that out of 22 high-frequency
economic indicators, 19 have crossed pre-pandemic level
in the last 2-3 months and some of these include industrial
production index, monthly E-way bills, higher railway
freight, GST collections, mining and power consumption
etc. few sectors like aviation and tourism however are still
to catch up.
It indicates that economic activity is returning fast as most
of the states have lifted the restrictions and the economy
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this year compared to last is less disrupted. The newly
found virus variant Omicron emerged as a fresh concern
besides persisting supply chain issues and may slow down
the economic activity in short term. The auto sector,
consumer durable goods, other producers using
semiconductor chips have been adversely impacted in the
last 3-4 months or so.

Stock markets across the globe are a
little volatile as the threat of the
Omicron variant tempered the
optimism among the investors.
Despite recent volatility, we believe
that investors who are looking for
long term investment options should
consider equity market volatility as
an opportunity to invest while
keeping in mind the proper asset
allocation of the portfolio among
different asset classes.

Vaccination A Morale Booster
The rising pace of vaccination and accommodative stance
of RBI made the investors confident of economic recovery
although still apprehensive amid talk of a possible third
wave of pandemic during the next few months which will
be negative for the markets. Meanwhile, Credit Suisse
expects the economy to continue to show positive
surprises and record up to 9 per cent growth in the next
fiscal.
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Net flows into equity mutual funds rose to a four-month
high of Rs 11,615 crore in November on a strong SIP book
despite extreme volatility in markets. The FPI were the net
seller in equity during November also with net outflow at
INR 5945Cr compared to October month outflows of INR
13550Cr.
The overseas investors sold Indian equity having
concerns regarding valuation and forthcoming US Fed
tightening expected to be followed by other central
bankers and rising inflation may be followed by interest
rate hikes earlier than expected. The bond yield for the US
treasury has seen an uptick across maturities while short
tenure bonds have seen a higher spike.
Liquidity on Leash but Market Cheerful
There are clear indications that going forward liquidity will
be tightened followed by interest rate hikes across the
central bankers. The days of ultra-loose monetary policy
introduced to counter the adverse impact of Covid-19
since early last year seems to be over. The pace of
tightening and interest hikes is expected to be measured
so as not to upset the nascent economic recovery. The
ample liquidity globally may have helped the bullishness
in the market but growth prospects in the next 3-5 years
post-pandemic are expected to keep the markets
buoyant.
The corporate earnings season for the September quarter
is over and results were on expected lines however some
pressures on operating margins are seen in the
manufacturing sector. The market is expected to continue
with a positive bias and RBI accommodative monetary
policy pronouncements with sufficient liquidity are
expected to keep interest rates low for time being.
In recent credit policy, RBI kept all rates unchanged,
decided to keep the repo rate unchanged at 4%. The
committee also retained the accommodative stance, with
a vote of 5-1. These decisions align to achieve the
medium-term target for consumer price index (CPI)
inflation of 4 per cent within a band of +/- 2 per cent while
supporting growth. The inflation trajectory, going
forward, will be conditioned by several factors. Cost-push
pressures from high industrial raw material prices,
transportation costs, and global logistics and supply chain
bottlenecks continue to impinge on core inflation.
The banking sector is under consolidation and expected to
do well in the medium to long term as asset quality for the
September quarter turn out to be better than expected
earlier and should improve further hereon as the
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economicrecovery gains ground still concerns may
emerge in short term in case further Covid waves creep in.
Corporate Performance under the Scanner
The corporate performance in the next 2-3 quarters will be
watched closely for the sustainability of the economic
recovery. The stimulus along with various structural
reforms already announced by the government and easy
monetary policy by RBI will be positive for the economy in
the mid to long term.
The market rally has broadened for some time with large
as well as midcap and small-cap indices posting good runup in the last one and half years. The market currently is
volatile and seemed reasonably priced however investors
need to be cautious and may invest in large caps but in the
medium to long term, the midcap and small-cap will
continue to provide many opportunities to the investors
sitting on cash with risk appetite.
The investors can continue to put money on dips keeping
in mind the overall asset allocation. As the Covid-19
situation subsides the markets may see further recovery
but any sustainable upside depends on how the
government implements measures announced in the
FY2021-22 union budget. Hence only long-term money
with a time horizon of more than 3-4 years can be invested
in equities as opportunities are still available.
The Road Ahead
The market is expected to provide good opportunities in
various segments but stock selection will be the key. In
the short term airlines, hospitality and entertainment is
expected to continue under pressure but may see some
value buying with healthcare, IT, pharma and
consumption sectors to be an immediate favourite. But in
medium to long term consumption, IT, healthcare, private
banks, infrastructure, capital goods and agri with large
government spending and rural recovery are expected to
do well.

Ayush Aggarwal is a young dynamic business leader. He is an MBA (PGPFMB) from SP Jain Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai, and a
graduate from Delhi University. He has a great understanding and an in-depth
knowledge of financial Market. He is the CIO (Chief Investment Officer) of SMC
Private Wealth Vertical at SMC Global Securities ltd. managing and handling
portfolio management activities. He has an excellent understanding of the
various Macro & Micro factors driving the economy and financial markets. He
has a knack of Identifying high growth potential as well as fundamentally strong
companies. HNI clients at SMC have benefitted significantly from his practical
and pragmatic views.
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he first line of my previous book about Sustainable
Development was `Sustainability is survival’
(Globalization and Sustainable Development, Palgrave
Macmillan, New York 2013). This fact resonates in a world that
is recovering from a pandemic, grappling with freakish
weather events and of course passing through a dramatic
geopolitical shift. Right now and for sometime the world will
find itself in the midst of a mega transition and its implications
are multidimensional. The emerging trends of the new era
brings with a pathway to development and with it numerous
opportunities for economic progress. However stepping up the
momentum of development and surmounting the present
challenges confronting the global economy critically depends
on the achievement of a faster pace of sustainable economic
progress.
Development or underdevelopment, sustainable or
unsustainable growth- This is the choice that confronts the
world as it finds its way to recovery from what is described as
perhaps the worst downturn after the Great Depression of
1929. The choice is not between the private sector and the
public sector but the quality of governance, it is not about
regulation and deregulation but the nature of regulation.
The resonant theme of the next phase will be: It is the capacity
of nations to achieve sustainable economic development
expediently that will chart the trajectory of economic, social
and political progress during subsequent years. According to
the Brundtland report (1987) Sustainable development is
defined as that which meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of the future generations to meet
their own needs. Evidently the needs of the future generations
has been compromised as indicated by a host of
environmental, poverty and income indices and the adverse
implications of unsustainable practices are borne
disproportionately more by those in disadvantaged and
underprivileged segments of society. Over the preceding three
decades in particular economic progress that was rather
disembodied from the far reaching considerations of
sustainability has manifested in more than a few instances.
The crisis of 2008 that at the time appeared to be a tipping
point was evidently not the only outcome of the unsustainable
practices that had entrenched itself in a manner that weeding
it out requires much more than incremental correction.
Sceptics allude to the fact that even at this point only a few
sectors in a few nations have begun to move in the direction of
sustainable progress which on the overall it is too little and too
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slow. Setting out the UN Sustainable Development Goals in
2015 signalled the unaddressed exigencies of our times and
the deadline of 2030 does seem almost untenable. Equally true
is also the emerging reality that progress on this frontier is
gathering pace. Take the instance of the recently concluded
COP26 negotiations, according to the UN Climate change
press release of November 13, “After six years of strenuous
negotiations, pending items that prevented the full
implementation of the Paris Agreement on carbon markets and
transparency have finally been approved….

The emerging trends of the new era
brings with a pathway to development
and with it numerous opportunities for
economic progress. However stepping
up the momentum of development and
surmounting the present challenges
confronting the global economy
critically depends on the achievement
of a faster pace of sustainable
economic progress.

The package adopted today is a global compromise that
reflects a delicate balance between the interests and
aspirations of nearly the 200 Parties to the core instruments on
the international regime that governs global efforts against
climate change.’
Another rather positive outcome in the realm of sustainable
development is the increasing significance and utilization of
Environment Social and Governance (ESG) assessments and
metrics by institutional and retail investors. Interestingly ESG
investing has increased discernibly over the preceding
decade, according to a report* by the OECD (2020) the number
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of professionally managed portfolios that have integrated key
elements of ESG assessment exceeds USD17 trillion (by some
estimates).
For a deeper insight into the issues and implications of ESG
investing I asked Dr Mukund Rajan who is the Chairman of
an ESG-focused investment platform, ECube Investment
Advisors, and has just authored a book titled ‘Outlast - How
ESG Can Benefit Your Business. Previously, he served over
two decades with the Tata Group, including as the Group’s
first Brand Custodian.
In response to some fundamental questions about ESG Dr
Rajan shared his insights about the subject which is as
follows.
Q1. Would it be correct to say that only a few companies
can boast of full ESG integration. Which sectors or sub
sectors are best aligned with ESG benchmarks and which
aren’t?
Dr Rajan: Strategies that seek to address ESG issues are
typically bespoke in nature. They reflect the journey that
organizations that have embraced an ESG agenda have
embarked upon. With constantly evolving standards and new
issues emerging, it is to be expected that every organization
will face emerging ESG challenges and have opportunities
ahead of it for ESG improvement.
That said, clearly there are several sectors that see
significantly larger ESG challenges just now. These include
sectors like forestry and paper with high natural resource
consumption, which can contribute to loss of biodiversity;
sectors like thermal power and steel with high reliance on
fossil fuel consumption, which produce significant carbon
emissions responsible for global warming; and sectors like
mining which undertake land acquisition and may displace
local communities.
By comparison, many of the businesses in the services space
tend to face fewer ESG challenges. Compared to their global
peers, Indian companies in sectors like IT and telecoms seem
to be doing well on a number of ESG metrics.
Q2. Would you agree that risk management and for that
matter risk minimization is across many instances
disembodied from ESG considerations particularly in less
developed nations.
Dr Rajan: It is fair to say that developing countries are further
behind on the ESG maturity curve as compared to developed
countries, particularly the members of the European Union
where a number of ESG-friendly initiatives have been adopted
in recent years. That said, countries like India are fast growing
up the curve.
Regulatory interventions have helped. For instance, in 2019,
the Ministry of Corporate Affairs articulated the National
Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct. These have
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subsequently been integrated into the new template for the
Business Responsibility and Sustainability Report (BRSR)
which SEBI has directed the top 1000 listed companies in India
to produce, from this fiscal on a voluntary basis and from the
next fiscal on a mandatory basis. Separately, the regulators for
mutual funds, insurance companies, and pension funds - SEBI,
IRDAI and PFRDA - have each announced Stewardship Codes
for market participants, which require these institutional
investors to inter aliamonitor the corporate governance,
strategy and risk management of investee companies.
Accordingly, such institutional investors are now exercising
their considerable voting power to influence ESG-linked
decisions in their investee companies.
As more comprehensive ESG disclosures are demanded, and
institutional investors press for better performance on ESG
issues, forward-looking companies in India are significantly
enhancing their risk management practices. They also see in
this the opportunity to benefit from pro-actively responding to
stakeholder expectations, be it customers who are
increasingly embracing sustainable products and services,
investors and lenders who seek assurance that risks are being
managed appropriately, multinational enterprises that are
hiking standards for their supply chain participants, or local
communities to whom they wish to be neighbours of choice.
Q3. Related to the question (2) do you think that investor
education has a critical role in enabling greater awareness
about ESG in less developed nations?
Dr Rajan: Absolutely. As we have seen with ESG issues like
global warming, the science and the data get clearer with the
passage of time, and these need to be shared with the broader
market, including investors. In 2015, under the Paris
Agreement on Climate Change, the target for global warming
by the end of the century was set at 2 degrees Celsius. Within
six years, at the Glasgow Conference this year, that target has
been revised to 1.5 degrees Celsius. That change implies
hugely disruptive economic transformation, and all
stakeholders - regulators, public policy institutions, investors,
lenders, companies, customers, non-profits- have to be
aligned around the consequences of such change.
It is only when investors are fully informed that the market can
be expected to do its magic in terms of harnessing the right
incentives and penalties to move businesses in the direction of
improved ESG performance.
Q4. According to an OECD report the lack of comparability
of ESG metrics, ratings and investing approaches makes it
difficult to draw the line between managing ESG risks and
pursuing ESG outcomes for companies across the board.
Do you envision the evolution of better and more precise
ESG metrics in the post COVID world and if so do you think
managing ESG trade-offs will become easier in the
ensuing period?
Dr Rajan: Yes, I believe this is already happening. At the
Glasgow Conference of Parties on Climate Change (COP26) in
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November, the initiative to create the International
Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) was announced by key
players in the disclosure and reporting space, including the
Value Reporting Foundation (the combination of Integrated
Reporting and the Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board), the Climate Disclosure Standards Board, and the
Financial Stability Board’s Task-Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosure (TCFD).

Sustainable economic development
represents an entire dimension of
opportunity that has hardly been
tapped and the exploration of this
realm entails a continuous endeavour
that has only just begun.

We will need other elements of reporting to also fall into place,
particularly a widely accepted green taxonomy (and countries
may decide to have their own versions of such a taxonomy).
Once all these elements converge, it will be easier to compare
ESG performance across companies and markets.
In the meantime, the Business Responsibility and
Sustainability Reports mandated by SEBI will offer a fair
amount of information about Indian companies. To attract ESG
focused investors, Indian businesses will need to strike the
right balance between investments to retain or enhance their
current competitive edge and investments for the future that
enhance their sustainability quotient. For many investors,
what will be important is to sight clear intent to embrace an
ESG agenda; all desirable actions, particularly those that
require significant capital commitment, need not be
undertaken immediately, as long as an overarching strategy
and time frame are spelt out.
Q5. According to data drawn from Morning Star the
number of funds using ESG criteria has increased from 140
in 2021 to 564 in 2019. In so far as the take off of ESG funds
when in your view will we witness the next inflexion
point?
Dr Rajan: As on September 30, 2021, there are eight ESG
thematic equity schemes with an AUM of INR 12,085Crores in
India. This number has leapt from the two that were there two
years back. SEBI has now put out a consultation paper, inter
alia suggesting that these funds must invest primarily in
securities which have Business Responsibility and
Sustainability Report (BRSR) disclosures.
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So we come back to the significance of better reporting and
disclosure in the form of the BRSR. This process will unfold
over the next three years, with outcomes like naming and
shaming and withdrawal of investment from companies that
fail to meet investor expectations. The BRSR will also most
likely get refined, with sector specific disclosures likely to be
advised, rather than a one size fits all approach. At that point,
ESG will pretty much become a hygiene factor, and all funds
will incorporate ESG strategies in their investing approaches.
Q6. As Chairman of ECube investments how would you
describe the main differentiating features of its
investment approach?
Dr Rajan: We believe that many exciting investment
opportunities exist in India, especially in the mid-market from
where a number of tomorrow’s large caps will emerge. Many
companies in this segment are blessed with promoters and
management that have strong intent to do better on ESG, but
perhaps lack the knowledge and capital to make the relevant
investments. Through an active engagement approach, we
believe we can assist such companies in pulling together the
right ESG strategies and executing them, and help them to
communicate their stories better to the market in order to
attract the right quality of ESG-focused investors.
Conclusion
Sustainable economic development represents an entire
dimension of opportunity that has hardly been tapped and the
exploration of this realm entails a continuous endeavour that
has only just begun.

*Boffo, R., and R. Patalano (2020), “ESG Investing: Practices, Progress
and Challenges”, OECD Paris,
www.oecd.org/finance/ESG-Investing-Practices-Progress-andchallenges.pdf
Piya Mahtaney completed her second Master’s in Development Economics
from Leicester University in England I embarked on a career in journalism with the
Times of India. I was assistant editor in Metropolis on Saturday, subsequent to
which I joined as senior feature writer In Economic Times. As an economist that
reported, analyzed and wrote on a wide range of socio-economic issues, writing
a book about economic development and the emerging trends of globalisation
seemed almost inevitable.
The books that I have authored are as follows:
• Structural Transformation: Understanding the New Drivers of Investment,
Innovation and Institutions, Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore, April 2021
• Globalization and Sustainable Economic Development, Palgrave Macmillan
(U.S), August 1st 2013
• India China and Globalisation* was published by Palgrave Macmillan
(England, 2007)
• Globalisation Con Game or Reality was published by Alchemy Publishers,
India (2004) 2004.
• The first book titled Economic Con Game, Development fact or Fiction was
published by Pelanduk Publications (Malaysia) in 2002.
• India China and Globalization, (paperback, Palgrave Macmillan, England
December 2014)
Besides authorship I am a visiting lecturer with St Xavier’s Institute of
Communications and St Xavier’s College, Department of Economics. I am also a
council member of the Forum of Free Enterprise ad I write a monthly column for
Forum Views which is a magazine brought out by the BSE.
My interest is classical Western Ballet in which I have received training for many
years since I was a child.
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GLOBAL ACCESS TO REGISTERED BROKER
DEALERS IN GUJARAT INTERNATIONAL
FINANCE TEC-CITY INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTRES (GIFT IFSC)
Roshan Kumar Bajaj, Director, JPNR Corporate Consultants Pvt. Ltd.
This is our forty second release
in the series of awareness articles on IFSC
1.0 Synopsis of the previous release
In our last release, we had emphasized on the relaxation
granted to existing registered members for bullion trading in
Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT IFSC).
2.0 Coverage in the current release
The International Financial Services Authority (IFSCA) vide
Circular dated November 25, 2021 has decided that
registered broker dealers incorporated in IFSC shall be
permitted to access exchanges in jurisdictions outside IFSC
subject to compliance of certain conditions, which is being
dealt with in our current release.
3.0 Introduction
The term ‘broker dealer’ has been defined in Regulation
2(1)(g) of the International Financial Services Centres
Authority (Capital Market Intermediaries) Regulations,
2021 (CMI Regulations). ‘Broker Dealer’ means a person
having trading rights in any recognised stock exchange and
includes a trading member.
The Authority has earlier specified certain conditions for
Cross Border Business in Chapter V of the International
Financial Services Centres Authority (CMI Regulations),
2021.
Thereafter, the Authority vide its circular dated November
25 2021, has laid down few more conditions for registered
brokers dealers which has to be complied along with the
conditions mentioned in Chapter V of the International
Financial Services Centres Authority (CMI Regulations),
2021 for trading in global exchanges.
4.0 Conditions for Cross Border Business
A registered Broker Dealer incorporated in IFSC shall be
permitted to access exchanges in jurisdictions outside IFSC
subject to compliance of the following conditions in
addition to the conditions mentioned in Chapter V of the
International Financial Services Centres Authority (CMI
Regulations), 2021:
1. The registered Broker Dealers shall be permitted to
access exchanges outside IFSC through any of the
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following manners:
a. Cross-Border arrangement with an entity providing
access to an exchange outside IFSC, provided that
such entity is a regulated entity in the other
jurisdiction; or
b. Registering itself as a trading member of an
exchange outside IFSC:
Provided that the broker dealer is trading on its
proprietary account and does not have any client
dealing.

The International Financial Services
Authority (IFSCA) vide Circular dated
November 25, 2021 has decided that
registered broker dealers
incorporated in IFSC shall be
permitted to access exchanges in
jurisdictions outside IFSC subject to
compliance of certain conditions,
which is being dealt with in our
current release.

2. The broker dealer shall seek a no-objection from the
recognised stock exchange(s) in IFSC before availing
global access. The recognised stock exchange(s) in
IFSC may refuse to grant NOC if there are any
regulatory concerns particularly with respect to risk
management arising out of the activities of the broker
dealer in the recognized stock exchange(s) in the IFSC.
3. The recognised stock exchange(s) may either facilitate
or restrict global access to any broker dealer based on
their risk assessment emerging out of such access.
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4. The broker dealer shall have adequate resources
commensurate with its operations (including global
access) within the IFSC.
5. The broker dealer providing global access shall comply
with Chapter V of the CMI Regulations, including the
following:
a) The broker dealer shall ring fence its IFSC related
capital market activities with its cross-border
operations. The broker dealer shall ensure that the
funds and securities of the clients for trading on the
IFSC exchanges shall be segregated from the global
access.
b) The broker dealer shall ensure that true, correct and
adequate disclosures (including risks) are made to
its clients regarding its cross-border business. In
this regard, the broker dealer shall ensure that the
roles and responsibilities of all the entities involved
in the global access, risks associated with such
trades, the applicable dispute resolution
mechanisms and investor grievance redressal
mechanisms relating to global access shall be
adequately disclosed to the clients.
6. The broker dealer providing global access shall ensure
to categorically disclose to its clients that the following
resources of the recognised stock exchanges in the
IFSC shall not be available to the clients for their global
access:
i. Rights of investors or investor protection;
ii. Dispute resolution mechanism; and
iii. Investor grievance redressal mechanism
7. The broker dealer having global access shall submit the
following additional report to the recognised stock
exchange(s) in accordance with the prescribed format,
on an annual basis, within 30 days from the end of
financial year:
a) Information regarding global access:
i. Details of no-objection received from
recognised stock exchanges;
ii. Details of commencement of operations of
global access (date, names of entities through
which arrangement has been done for providing
global access and their regulatory status, list of
exchanges, types of securities, role and
responsibilities of broker dealer).
b) Information on size of business:
i. Number of clients and trading volumes for each
exchange (with breakup for each type of
securities);
ii. Number of clients and trading volumes on the
recognised stock exchanges in the IFSC (with
break-up for each type of securities).
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c) Other material information:
i. Details of any incidence of default on any
exchange;
ii. Assessment and declaration of conflicts of
interest arising out of the global access;
iii. Declaration that the broker dealer is not aware
of any material adverse information relating to
the global access that would impact the broker
dealer.
5.0 Benefits to Broker Dealers
As the broker dealers play a significant role in development
of the capital market ecosystem, particularly retail
participation, therefore the Authority has decided to grant
access to broker dealers to global exchanges. This step of
the Authority is intended to increase opportunities for
broker dealers and will be beneficial to the broker dealers in
the following manner:
i. It will increase the scope of opportunities for Broker
Dealers as they will have the benefits of trading and
competing on global basis,
ii. Broker Dealers will have direct access to global
markets for completing trade orders instead on relying
on an intermediary firm for trade execution,
iii. It will further increase the chances of higher returns as
a result of large customer base and help in reduction of
risks arising due to trading in domestic market alone.
6.0 Conclusion
• This step of the Authority will pave way for better
opportunities to broker dealers thus helping them to
operate smoothly in capital market ecosystem.
• It will not only enable registered broker dealers in IFSC
to compete globally but also help in strengthening
India’s position in the global capital markets.

Roshan Kumar Bajaj [FCA, CIFRS]
He is a Director in JPNR Corporate Consultants Private Limited which is a
business advisory and consultancy company, incorporated under Companies
Act, 2013. The company is engaged in providing services related to Goods and
Services Tax, advisory services to International
Financial Service Centre [Gujarat International
Finance Tec-City (GIFT)]. During his association
with Deloitte earlier, he has gained rich experience
in providing Audit and Assurance services to
various large Corporate including Telecom, FMCG,
Cement, Consumer Appliances, Port, Healthcare,
Hospitality sectors, Steel, Mining etc. He has
expertise in providing services relating to IFRS and
Ind-AS also and has handled domestic and
The article is
international projects for the same. He also
co-authored by
contributes to various articles relating to his CS Jyoti Sinha Banerjee
domain.
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TRANSFORMING BOARD
MEETINGS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
& DIGITIZATION
Vikas Kedia
Chief Executive Officer, MobiTrail

A

s per the Companies Act 2013 in India, every
organisation registered under the Act needs to
conduct at least 4 Board Meetings in a year.
Organising the meeting, preparing agenda, co-ordinating
with Board Members, executing the meeting and then
following up on actions concluded in the meeting is broadly
how the journey of conducting a Board Meeting goes.
However, the entire journey isn’t smooth and easy going as it
may seem.
Traditionally, the Company Secretary and their teams are
always in a race against time towards preparing the Board
Meeting Dossier that includes multiple documents such as
Meeting Agenda Points, Agenda Reference Documents,
Past-Meeting Minutes, Circulars for Voting Resolution,
Proposals for discussion, etc. One can only imagine the
efforts put towards getting the dossier ready, printed and
dispatched to every Director with utmost secrecy and
confidentiality.
However, it doesn’t end there. The Directors have to put in
their share of the efforts in going through the hard copies of
the documents in the dossier, write down their observations,
bookmark pages and highlight points that they would want
to discuss, etc as pre work and then need to keep the dossier
handy for reference during the meeting. It is fairly evident
that handling and managing Board Meetings over bulky
dossiers filled with papers would not only make the
experience inconvenient but also impact the member’s
efficiency and focus during the meeting.
More than inconvenience caused to the organisers and the
attendees, the bigger and critical issue to manage is the risk
of information leaks and paper trails left behind from older
documents. These risks and issues call for an inherent need
to look for more efficient and secure mode of running Board
Meetings. If there is anything that 2020 has taught us, the
sooner traditional processes are moved into a digital domain,
the lesser we shall be affected by external forces which can
disturb our physical world.
When the idea of Board Meeting Automation was first
proposed in 2012, it was lapped up and seen as an impactful
tool by the MD and CEO office of one of India’s biggest Private
Sector Banks. A single device agnostic app facilitated
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information storage and conduct independent Board
Meetings of every single entity the Board Member was a
part of. This paperless, convenient and secure solution was a
welcome deviation from the traditional way of handling
physical documents.

Our anxiety that Board members
who were mostly at an average age
above 55 might face some resistance
was actually proven wrong; in fact,
they were the ones who rallied
behind us and kept us busy with
insights to further develop the
product. Each time we added a new
feature and took feedback, it was
always like - this is great, but can
we try doing this as well?.

All meeting documents were systematically categorised as
per the meetings, under their respective agenda points and
could be updated with a notification to the Directors. The
usability and user experience were so simple and ergonomic
that it was adopted even by the members who termed
themselves as ‘non-tech savvy’ at some point.
Our anxiety that Board members who were mostly at an
average age above 55 might face some resistance was
actually proven wrong; in fact, they were the ones who
rallied behind us and kept us busy with insights to further
develop the product. Each time we added a new feature and
took feedback, it was always like - this is great, but can we
try doing this as well?.
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The acceptance of the app has also been driven by the fact
that the app uses technology to enable activities like
highlighting documents, including voice / text notes,
bookmarks or even a quick reference through an add to a
‘quick access’ folder. Integration with device features like
Calendar and Alerts has enabled the Directors to be notified
of any upcoming meetings well in advance to plan their
schedules.

We have hit some exciting targets
like deploying our system in a
matter of few days, evolving our
product with every new technology
available on the software and
device front. Our clients might not
always be large banking or
financial company, a corporate
conglomerate, it can be any company
who may not have a full-fledged IT
team, but certainly does have
aspirations to grow and look into
the future.

This solution not only benefitted the Board Members, but
also made tasks easy for the Company Secretary and team.
The facility to upload an annual meeting schedule, adding
Agenda points to meetings as they get finalized, sending out
a Short Notice or notifications for any changes and updates
etc, everything has been at fingers click over the Admin
panel.
Companies were very concerned about data security as the
Board has exposure to sensitive data. But once the IT teams
had witnessed how robust the System was, how data
access was controlled and the Military Grade security
protocols were employed, every query was closed with a
green tick. With flexibility to host the system on-premises or
on-cloud depending on the IT policy, acceptance has
increased.
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eMeetings.in is today actively used across by multiple
organizations in India. The progression and acceptance of
the eMeetings has been largely driven by positive word-ofmouth of Board Members who have recommended the
system to their peers. The success mantra has been a
committed customer service team that can not only resolves
technical issues but also provides hand-holding to the IT, CS
teams and the Board. There is nothing more encouraging
than your customers sharing your success stories; for
MobiTrail, the Board members became the torch bearers by
recommending eMeetings in other organizations where they
were on the Board. The other change agents have been the
CS community who have been among the biggest
beneficiaries of the digitization initiative.
So, what’s the next high for eMeetings? When asked about
what lies in the near future, Vikas has his eyes set. We have
hit some exciting targets like deploying our system in a
matter of few days, evolving our product with every new
technology available on the software and device front. Our
clients might not always be large banking or financial
company, a corporate conglomerate, it can be any company
who may not have a full-fledged IT team, but certainly does
have aspirations to grow and look into the future.
The eMeetings on SaaS is designed to offer something of a
plug-n-play version of the system where an organization can
register and buy a licence for the product package as per
their choice. They will have their own protected cloud space
and the app access limited only to their own data. This will
reduce the turnaround times for new customers to avail the
services as investment in server space, set and deployment.
It will also eliminate the dependency for having a dedicated
IT team to provide the infrastructure for the system. The
SaaS offerings are lined up to be available in early 2022 for
customers.
As of today, eMeetings has a strong presence in the BFSI
sector with clients in both Private and Public Sector with
Banks as well as NBFCs. It is also a preferred by some of the
biggest Corporate Houses, Governing Bodies, organizations
into Realty, Chemical and Fertilizers, Heavy Industries,
Aviation and Logistics. Going with the SaaS model, we hope
to tap into the immense market potential latent as of today.

Vikas Kedia is currently the Chief Executive officer of MobiTrail - an Enterprise
Mobility product & solution-based software company and a CERT-in empanelled
IT Security Audit Company. In his early career; Vikas started following his
passion for developing mobile games which were distributed with operators and
publishers worldwide. He then transformed the organization from an
engagement model to an enterprise solution provider, where he learned to focus
on business outcomes. That focussed approach along with a strong team at
MobiTrail helped him to deliver business values to India’s leading companies in
the BFSI sector. Vikas likes to read a lot and is well versed in Mobility, InfoSec,
Blockchain, Cloud, and AI-based solutions.
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7 TIPS TO DEVELOP A
POWERFUL PERSONAL BRAND
Suman Agarwal
Co-founder, Image Consulting Business Institute

E

ach of us is an enterprise in itself. While we are the
primary stockholders and the CEO, our family
members and friends are the other stakeholders. As
the enterprise's value (your value) goes up, your stock's
value also goes up. The only way to increase your value is
by becoming a personal brand.
The concept of “personal branding” is not known to many
people. But in this digital world, where everything you do or
say - both good and bad - lasts forever on the internet for the
world to see. Therefore, creating a personal brand has
become more important than ever.
What is personal branding?
Personal branding is a way of promoting yourself by telling
your story and showing your unique combination of skills,
personality and experience for the world to see.
Your personal brand is the image of you that the people see.
It includes a combination of:
• how people look at you in real life,
• the impression people gain from the information they
read/see on the internet, and
• how the media projects you.
With personal branding, you can differentiate yourself from
others. If done correctly, you can align your personal
branding with that of your business in ways that no
company branding can possibly succeed.
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confidently and authentically build upon. You don't need to
craft a persona to build your personal brand. A persona is a
facade and not a true reflection of who you are. The key to
personal branding is authenticity - so stay close to who you
are. Your personal brand should be a true reflection of your
passions, skills, values, and beliefs.

The concept of "personal branding" is
not known to many people. But in this
digital world, where everything you
do or say - both good and bad - lasts
forever on the internet for the
world to see. Therefore, creating a
personal brand has become more
important than ever.

In the pre-internet era, your personal brand was just your
business card. In today's digital world, you are far less
anonymous. People can research about you with just a click
of a button. And that's a reason why you should pay more
attention to your personal brand. Nevertheless, you can
choose to ignore it and let it develop organically. But if it's
left on its own, it can possibly run chaotic, beyond your
control, and show you as a person you are not. We've listed
a few ways that can help you create a personal brand that
reflects the person you are or want to be.

2. Choose your niche
If you want your name to pop up in people's minds when
they think of a topic, then you need to be clear on what
exactly you want to offer. If you cast a wider net, people
won't know what you stand for or what you have to offer. If
you are all over the place, it'll be harder for you to build your
personal brand. To choose your niche, look into what makes
you different from others in your industry. For example,
what is your USP that others do not have? The things that
make you different from your peers help create a valuable
personal brand, which you can build upon to stand out from
the crowd.

1. Lay your foundation
This is your first step in creating a personal brand, and
hence it's important. Lay a foundation that you can

3. Choose your target audience
Trying to appeal to everyone is probably one of the biggest
mistakes you can make when creating a personal brand.
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Not everyone is your ideal client. You should be able to
identify a specific target audience and build your personal
brand to attract them.

Creating a personal brand will help
you distinguish yourself from others,
and that in your field is vital. You
need to have a personal brand that
directly speaks to your target
audience in a positive way to help you
build trust. A positive personal brand
will help you show yourself as a
person whom people can trust with
their hard-earned wealth.

4. Take control of your PIE
PIE stands for Performance, Image and Exposure, where:
• Performance is delivering quality results to your clients.
• Image is what other people think of you (personal
brand).
• Exposure is letting people know who you are and what
you stand for.
If you are in control of these three pieces, you can create a
successful personal brand. Determine ways to improve on
each of these. If your performance is fine, but it's your image
that needs work, then invest in image management. If your
image is great, but your exposure isn't, then build a strategy
to improve your exposure.
5. Build a community
Your personal brand will develop over a period of time. There
are two ways to grow your personal brand - step over
others and burn bridges or gradually grow a community
around your brand. Keep your focus on becoming a leader of
a community in your specific niche. You can help your brand
grow healthily by building a community for your audience to
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interact, reach out to you directly, share ideas, and support
each other.
6. Find your brand story
Creating a story around your brand to engage your audience
is probably the most effective personal branding strategy.
Don't indulge in boring monologues that are loud in the
social media space. Instead, narrate your brand story to
build a true narrative that attracts and engages your
audience.
7. Build your personal brand's online presence
You need to have a personal website/ LinkedIn presence if
you are serious about building your personal brand. It's
important to have an online or social presence, to have a
strong digital footprint and make this platform work for you
to connect with like-minded people and build a strong
network. You can use these platforms, as you want to
deliver the right message about yourself.
Why do finance professionals need to build a personal
brand?
A finance professional is not easily trusted. The 2008
economic crisis and other economic disasters haven't
made things easier for them. If you are a finance
professional trying to make headway into building
relationships of trust with your clients, it helps to have a
positive personal brand.
Creating a personal brand will help you distinguish yourself
from others, and that in your field is vital. You need to have a
personal brand that directly speaks to your target audience
in a positive way to help you build trust. A positive personal
brand will help you show yourself as a person whom people
can trust with their hard-earned wealth.

Suman Agarwal is an Image evangelist, author, TEDx speaker and the President
of Image Management Professionals Association (IMPA).
She pioneered the concept of introducing Image Management in India in 2009.
She is the Co-founder and Director of Image Consulting Business Institute,
holding a Masters award in Image Management Consulting from the Federation
of Image Professionals International - United Kingdom. She is the Most Senior
Image Consultant in the Indian Sub-continent. She has contributed significantly
to the successful growth of image consulting industry in India. With over 3000
alumni consultants and over 10 lac lives touched through Image Consulting
services over a decade.
She was associated with Jet Airways for eight years handling the challenging
role of looking after the grooming and recruitment of the Inflight department. She
was also the face of the airline in 2003.
A widely travelled and well-experienced professional, she embodies beauty,
charm and grace that she professionally upholds.
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IT’S HIGH TIME FOR WOMEN TO PLAY
BIG ON FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE
Ruchi Sharma Abbasi
Founder, Miss Money Queen

W

e witnessed the most devastating pandemic in
the past two years which has shifted the focus
towards importance of a healthy life and
sustainability in this unpredictable time. Even when the
crisis has passed, we will confront significant growth
hurdles as a slower "new normal" takes hold, populations
age, and economic disparities expand.

Around 48% of India’s population
consists of females which is a huge
number. It is crucial to ensure that
this 48% of the population is also
involved in personal and economic
development as a whole. Indian
government over years has played a
crucial role in empowering women
and supporting them to develop new
skills and earn a living.

Yes you read it right, oddly the world's greatest unspoken
category.
Around 48% of India’s population consists of females which
is a huge number. It is crucial to ensure that this 48% of the
population is also involved in personal and economic
development as a whole. Indian government over years has
played a crucial role in empowering women and supporting
them to develop new skills and earn a living. Numerous
schemes and exemption policies, scholarships and
reservations are provided in order to encourage women and
their overall development.
Recently observations have shown that 71% of women
have bank accounts but still they are not participating in
financial and investment activities.
Every narrative has an exception and in this narrative the
exceptions are the urbanmiddleclass women
(Approximately 18 crore). The main motive is to empower
and enlighten these women across the country in order to
unleash the true potential of our country as a whole.
The need of the hour is to give the right knowledge to these
women in handling their money in a right way, general
awareness about investing and handling money in this new
era of digitization.

Ruchi Sharma Abbasi, who is the founder of Miss Money Queen. She comes
from a media background specialized in business journalism. During her journey
she realized that there is a need for a platform only for women.

One would say Capital Market has always been dominated
by men. But since a few years, there have been a lot of such
professions/industries where women have shown their
excellence. From Politics to Space explorations, from
managing a company to inventing something and of late
driving Uber cabs and delivering dabbas like the famous
dabbawallas of Mumbai. Women have conquered all the
professions and are proving that their expertise lies not only
in the kitchen but also out in the world.
Given these obstacles, we will require all of the economic
development, dynamism, and ingenuity we can summon up
in the coming years. Thankfully, a major part of the solution
is right in front of us: Unleashing woman’s economic power.
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She opined ‘’Women keep themselves away from diversified investment
decisions and money management. A typical cultural outlook of the Indian
society is to have women dependent for her financial matters.
Women have their own bank accounts. Despite this, women are negligibly active
in the financial world. The majority of women have money but do not know how
to invest or make the most out of it.
There are high opportunities for women in the stock markets. If one has a high risk
appetite then they can invest in share markets. If one has low risk appetite or
wants to invest money in a safer option then they can invest in FD and RD’s.
The Government is helping women entrepreneurs to enter in the market with the
help of certain exemptions and schemes specifically designed for women.
Miss Money Queen is an Intellectual Property of Elixir Digital Media which is a
new age digital marketing agency which caters to multitude of industries and
businesses.
Readers can visit the site- www.missmoneyqueen.com for more information and
interaction on women empowerment and upliftment.
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LAW ON REGISTRATION
OF DOCUMENTS
Neha Ahuja, LLM
Advocate
The law of registration of documents is contained in the Indian Registration Act, 1908. This law provides for the registration
of various documents, to ensure conservation of evidence, prevention of fraud and assurance of title.

The law of registration of documents is contained in the Indian Registration Act,
1908. This law provides for the registration of various documents, to ensure
conservation of evidence, prevention of fraud and assurance of title.

Under Section 17 of the Registration Act, 1908, all transactions that involve the sale of an immovable property for a value
exceeding Rs 100, should be registered. This effectively means thatany immovable property transaction has to be
registered as no immovable property can be purchased for merely Rs 100. The same rule applies to gift of property, as well.
Even though the donor does not receive any monetary consideration in exchange for the property, the gift deed has to be
registered to get legal validity. Additionally, all transactions of lease for a period exceeding 12 months are also mandatorily
required to be registered.
Documents that require mandatory registration
• Instruments of gift of immovable property
• Non-testamentary instruments or transactions that involve the sale of an immovable property for a value exceeding Rs
100.
• Lease of immovable property from year to year.
• Contracts to transfer immovable property for purposes mentioned in Section 53A of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882.
It is pertinent to note here that unless you name is mentioned in the government records as the owner of a certain property,
proving the ownership may not be possible. For this reason, property registration is a must for the buyer.
Neha Ahuja, Advocate
• Working as an Advocate in the field of Tax, Intellectual Property, Capital Markets & Securities, Anti-Corruption, Investigation, Manufacturing, Consumer Products, Industrial
Products & Durables, Communications (Telecom & Broadcasting), Energy (Power, Coal, Oil & Gas),Mining, Civil and Criminal litigation. Specialized in Criminal Litigation.
• Consulting various law firms in India.
• Regular faculty at Jai Hind College of Commerce and Science for the subject of Law. Lectures given on the following Acts and Bills:
Contract Law, 1872, Companies Act, 2013, Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, Banking Regulation Act 1949, Negotiable Instruments Act 1881, Indian Insurance Act 1938,
IRDA Act 1999, Consumer Protection Act, 1986, Ombudsmen Act 1975,Indian Stamp Act 1899, Indian Registration Act 1908, Lokpal and Lokayukta Bill.
• Worked as a Constitutional expert on several books published by Lexis Nexis namely “India Needs GST” 3rd Edition. Also, written textbooks at college level on the subject of
IPR & Cyber Law published by Vipul Prakashan.
• Editor for Law Textbooks on the subject of Contract Law, 1872 and Negotiable Instrument Act 1881 published by Reliable Publication.
• On the panel as a Legal Committee member to social clubs such as the Cricket Club of India.
• Completed her Bachelors in Banking and Insurance (BBI). There after obtained a Masters degree in Commerce (Mcom) and then completed Legum Baccalaureus (LLB) and
LLM.
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VOLUNTEERING | SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT

INDIA POSITIVE CITIZEN
Savitha Rao
Founder, India Positive Citizen,
Tulsi Shakti and Positive Citizen Foundation
What makes a nation great? It’s citizens.
My work in the space of sustainability convinced me that
unless change happens at an individual/household level we
can’t move the needle on climate change - at a local level - let
alone globally. A meeting with PM Modi inspired the India
Positive Citizen concept.
• India Positive Citizen
• One action, once a week, every week.
• Building a great nation one India Positive action at a time.
This is now inspiring Indians from different parts of India and
the world to make a difference. From gifting a meal to planting
a sapling to mentoring a student there are millions of ways in
which we can contribute. The new world we find ourselves in
needs a new approach. The significant problems we face as a
nation cannot be solved by governments and civic bodies
alone. Nation building is not a spectator sport.
There are paradigms around doing and giving. Some people
feel that unless they take time off from their regular schedule,
they can’t effectively make an impact. Some think that giving
requires a certain amount. It may vary from Rs 1000 to Rs One
Lakh. There are those who feel that unless they are associated
with some organisation or NGO giving/doing is difficult. Yet
others feel they will do social work after they retire. The reality
is that all we need is ourselves and the intention to be of
service. You can be an India Positive Citizen from anywhere in
India or the planet for that matter.
Within India the ways in which you can make a difference
are as diverse as India itself.
• You can cook extra and gift a healthy meal
• Plant a sapling
• Make a donation to a credible cause and org
• Volunteer your skills
• Upcycle an object to prevent it from going into the landfill
• Buy Made in India products
• Support education for a child
• Help someone develop new skills
• Take initiative to solve a civic issue
• Donate books/toys/clothes
• Help a Ngo in their fundraising
• Walk to places nearby instead of using a vehicle
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Indians living overseas can make donations to causes,
promote tourism to India, Indian products and services in the
country of their residence, team with family or friends in India
to support education or skilling or any other cause.

This is now inspiring Indians from
different parts of India and the world
to make a difference. From gifting a
meal to planting a sapling to
mentoring a student there are
millions of ways in which we can
contribute. The new world we find
ourselves in needs a new approach.

My books India Positive Citizen and 500+ Ways to be an India
Positive Citizen share practical, actionable ways in which
EVERY demographic can make a contribution. From a child of
10 years to senior citizens - ALL can meaningfully and easily
make a difference.
When one person does one action a week, they can do 52
actions in a year. When 1 crore citizens join in it is a potential
52 crore actions. While 52 crore actions is a LOT, at 1 crore
citizens we are talking about less than 1% of our population.
That is the compounding power of small actions done
consistently.
Diversity is not the name of the game. Neither is novelty.
Consistency is key. One may choose one action and do it
consistently every week, through the year. E.g you may opt to
give a home cooked meal once a week to a person. And do that
diligently every week. On the other hand you can choose to
contribute in some way to every state of India e.g buy
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handicrafts from Nagaland, support food distribution in Bihar,
send school material for children in the border areas of
Kashmir, buy Khadi from Bengal, upcycle products in your
home, tree plantation in Tamil Nadu etc.
While researching for my first book India Positive Citizen I
enrolled a family in Bangalore to do an action every week. The
parents knew the concept. The children were not informed
about it. They were only encouraged to do good. This family of
4 ended up doing 19 actions in a month. They were amazed at
the amount of good they were able to do.
Even if we simplify it to 16 actions for a family of four the
possibilities are enormous. A building with 100 flats can do
1600 actions in a month. And potentially 19200 actions in a
year. Imagine what a neighborhood can do. At a city, state and
nation level the implications are staggering.
India Positive Citizen is not just an idea for English speaking
Indians with smartphones. It is for everyone. Women
beneficiaries at a Ngo we support cooked a meal for people
less fortunate than them and served it with joy. These are
women who did not have much opportunity for education. The
skills they learned at the Ngo provided them an opportunity for
income.

We are at a unique phase in the history of our country and
mankind, where we have the ability and the tools to make an
impact. We are also at a stage where we must recognize and
honour our gifts and responsibility to make a positive impact.
It’s no longer just a nice thing to do. It is the need of the hour.
The challenges that we face cannot be addressed by few. Each
one of us needs to contribute. A simple example - Air Pollution
killed 1.7 million Indians in 2019. Can we have clean air
without citizen participation? Can we have a Bharat that is
Swachh from Ladakh to Kanyakumari without active
participation of citizens? Building immunity towards Covid is
not just about taking supplements. We need to restore the
equilibrium of the environment. For which everybody needs to
participate with mindful action.
The stock market rewards companies that create wealth for
their stakeholders with their consistent action. With weekly
actions - we, as citizens - can create a wealth of a joyous,
kinder, more sustainable and equitable India.
In the 75th year of our Independence inviting every Indian to
put #IndiaFirst.

A security supervisor in my building inspired by the India
Positive Citizen idea started giving food to construction
workers outside his chawl. The workers were happy to receive
his generous help. He felt empowered that he was able to
make a difference.
Is this merely a nice thing to do? No. This is a responsibility. A
soldier puts his life at risk to protect us. Is the soldier more of a
citizen than civilians? While the soldier braves the -50 Degree
of Siachen and the +50 Deg of the deserts of Rajasthan - all we
need to do is to be mindful and consistent by way of weekly
actions that contribute to the community and country.
Doing good besides being good karma is good for the doer as
well! Studies show that doing a kind deed helps in reducing
blood pressure, stress. It improves the immune system.
Makes one feel happier and more purposeful.
While our family nurtures us, we are equally nurtured by and
indebted to millions of Indians who helped build our culture and
the country. Every person who planted a tree, every teacher
who instilled positive values to the craftsman and writer
whose work reaches out through time and space and inspires
us. We are indebted to the countless Indians who made it
possible for us to live in a free country. The brave men and
women of our armed forces who always protect us even at the
cost of their precious lives.
From Raja Raja Chola to Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj to Sardar
Patel to our brave soldiers and Corona Warriors our present life
and identity is shaped by so many.
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The books are available on Amazon India as paperback and Kindle.
Savitha Rao is the founder of the initiative India Positive Citizen and Tulsi Shakti.
She is the Founder Trustee of Positive Citizen Foundation.
Through on ground actions, online campaigns, books this movement is inspiring
Indians across India and the world. The concept and book have been inspired and
appreciated by Hon. PM Mr. Modi.
She is the author of India Positive Citizen, 500+ Ways to be an
#IndiaPositiveCitizen, Putting India First: India Positive Citizen Perspectives vol I
is looking to collaborate with people and organizations who can support this
pioneering movement to catalyze a kinder, happier, more equitable and
sustainable India.
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FIXING THE GAPS IN EQUALITY
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN
Anmol Sehgal
Co-Founder, WeFixGaps

T

he United Nations Sustainable Development Goal # 5
is to Achieve equality and empower all women and
girls. Along with this goal, there are various targets and
indicators that include - the elimination of all forms of
discrimination, ending violence against women, ending
harmful practices such as elimination of harmful practices,
such as child, early and forced marriage and female genital
mutilation, ensuring women’s full and effective participation
in the workforce and equal opportunities for leadership at all
levels of decision-making in political, economic and public
life. The complete list can be found here https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal5
Achieving full empowerment and equality of women is
possible when we as people, men and women, choose to
make it priority. There are a lot of great initiatives happening
at all levels of government and private sectors here in India
and I am encouraged and excited by the progress. There is
still a lot of work to be done but we are moving forward. One
problem does still exist, that is slowing progress. It is in
women’s self-protection, education and the reduction of
violence and sexual harassment; old paradigms are still
guiding our solutions.

we need to teach men not to rape. It is time to stop victim
shamming and putting all the responsibility on women. Men,
or better yet boys, need to be taught from an early age what
is right and what is not, when it comes to how to think about
and treat women.

Achieving full empowerment and
equality of women is possible when we
as people, men and women, choose to
make it priority. There are a lot of
great initiatives happening at all
levels of government and private
sectors here in India and I am
encouraged and excited by the
progress.

In this article I want to look at personal protection from a
different paradigm, a holistic proactive approach paradigm.
There are a lot of self-defense courses, a lot of selfdevelopment programs, wellness, yoga, mindfulness etc. All
are great but most are one dimensional. A proactive personal
protection program needs to be a blend of many things as
many factors play into why people become victims.
People continue looking to and using outdated paradigms for
keeping women and girls safe. These paradigms include
things like just simply keeping a girl in her home not letting go
out alone. Encouraging her not to go out at night or telling her
how to dress and act, as if to say she is somehow
responsible for an assailant’s action. Often these strategies
result in a girl wanting to be rebellious, becoming underconfident and vulnerable to danger It is time to look
differently at how we teach self-protection to women. We
need to do more than just teach women not to get raped. We
need safer cities, safer streets and we need to teach men
how to treat women, how to act toward them, in other words
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Although we need generational change on a global level we
still live in the here and now and need to help women and
girls feel and be safe.
First let’s look at what a holistic proactive self-protection
program should be. A good program starts with personal
growth. Building women and girls up to be confident,
courageous, and able to speak up and be heard. It builds selfmastery. Second it is focuses on self-protection not just selfdefense. Yes, there is a difference. Third it is holistic and does
not just focus on a rule or technique but is a series of
principles that can be applied to all aspects of life not just
safety and security.
One misunderstanding is that self-protection and selfdefense are the same. They are not. Both are important but
they are different. Self-Defense is reactive in nature as it asks
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the question, what should I do if ____ happens to me? Often
self-defense involves some type of physical technique,
martial arts, or use of a weapon. Self-protection on the other
hand is proactive in nature and asks the question- how to
prevent ____ from happening to me.
Another misunderstanding is you need to get a blackbelt,
have the latest technology or defensive weapons to be safe.
This is simply not true. You see most crimes are crimes of
opportunity. This means criminals are looking for the easy
target, the person not paying attention.
There is a funny story about two campers who were hiking
and camping in the mountain forest. On the last day as they
were heading back down the mountain, they came across a
black bear with her cubs. Although they were quite some
distance away the bear did see them and began to charge.
The two campers started running as fast as they could,
trying to escape the mother bear. Suddenly one of the
campers stopped took his tennis shoes out of his bag so he
could change out of his hiking boots. The other camper was
shocked at what he saw and said “are you crazy! Even with
tennis shoes you can’t run faster than that bear”! The camper
who stopped to change shoes looked up and replied “I don’t
have to run faster than the bear, just faster than you”.
Ok, it sounds mean, and it is meant to be funny, but there is a
very important principle in the story. Remember what I said
earlier? Criminals look for the easiest targets. There are many
people who will never care about reading an article like this
and will continue to believe crime will never happen to them.
Or worse, just accept the current situation and continue to
limit the freedoms of women and girls and do nothing. So,
you see, you don’t need to buy the most expensive home
security system, become a black belt, or hire bodyguards to
follow your children around. Just become a harder target
than the ones who don’t care or who care or don’t know there
is a better way.
The best security and protection are based on simple
principles. The good news is the principles are always the
same. Yes, the level, amount or types of security
countermeasures needed varies and will be different for each
situation, but the principles will be the same.
Allow me to share with you some the principles a quality
program is based on.
Step one is proactive prevention & deterrence of a crime.
All crime has three parts, a before during and after.
Prevention focuses on the before part of a crime. In a quality
proactive program, the focus should be on taking away
opportunity, making it more difficult to complete the crime
and making us less attractive to the criminal. Prevention &
Deterrence is about being proactive in how we think, should
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be the primary and most important aspect of a program.
Proactive thinking means understanding and knowing the
possible threats, knowing how criminals think, and finding a
way to stop the crime or slow down the criminal during a
crime.

The best security and protection
are based on simple principles. The
good news is the principles are always
the same. Yes, the level, amount or
types of security countermeasures
needed varies and will be different
for each situation, but the
principles will be the same.

The second part is protection through our response. This
area is to deal with the second time period of the crime. This
is where our self-defense techniques and the principles of
escaping come into play. So, it is important to know how to
defend yourself, it is just not the primary aim of the program.
The truth of the matter is simple, the better we do at
prevention and deterrence the less we have to respond.
The third area of a proactive holistic program is about
recovery. The reality is bad things may happen and we may
not be able to prevent it or escape. So being able to heal and
recover as soon as possible is very important. Experts tell us
that rape is not so much about the physical act but mostly a
psychological crime of control. Well, if that is true, and it is,
then we should be teaching women and girls to be
empowered, resilient and emotionally strong. This will give
them the best chance at a speedy and more complete
recovery
It is also very important to understand that our safety is a
matter of personal responsibility. All too often we look to the
police or other government programs but we must take
responsibility to learn how to keep ourselves safe. Why not
trust the police? Because the role of the police, for the most
part, is reactive. Yes, police do try very hard to help
communities with crime prevention, but the primary role of
police is to respond after the crime has happened, look for
and arrest the criminal. That is why if you are nervous about a
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situation, maybe have a stalker or strange person bothering
you and call the police they will politely tell you they cannot
help you. It is not that the police officers do not want to help
you they do, but because of the law and their primary role the
cannot. They must wait till after the crime has happened.

Fixing the gaps in equality and
opportunity for women starts with
women and girls feeling confident
and empowered, believing they can
achieve any dream they have. Then
they need to feel safe to go out into
the world and pursue those dreams.
When we look at new paradigms, think
more holistically about how to teach
and learn about protection and
empowerment we begin to do our part
in ensuring that every woman and girl
has a chance to live a safe life.

As you can see by the above principles, that a proactive
program is a holistic in-depth approach to crime prevention
and personal protection, but what makes a truly quality
program is one that seamlessly connects self-protection
with self-development. Empowerment principles like the
power of personal responsibility and understanding you have
the capacity already inside you to create the life you want. It
teaches confidence and helps girls and women find their
voice and be able to speak up when they want. It shows girls
and women how to elevate above failures and setbacks,
seeing these things as a time of discovery and learning. It
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teaches the power of accurate thinking, problem solving and
conflict resolution. It helps with aligning your dreams goals
and aspirations with lifestyle habits and choices. These
things are what one should look for when wanting to take or
bring a program to a school, college or company.
Fixing the gaps in equality and opportunity for women starts
with women and girls feeling confident and empowered,
believing they can achieve any dream they have. Then they
need to feel safe to go out into the world and pursue those
dreams. When we look at new paradigms, think more
holistically about how to teach and learn about protection
and empowerment we begin to do our part in ensuring that
every woman and girl has a chance to live a safe, healthy,
happy life!
For now, here are 10 simple daily safety tips:
1. Make sure you have spare keys to the house.
2. Do not allow any maintenance or construction person in
without first confirming with company by phone first.
3. Trust your instinct on suspicious activity around your
house and neighbours. See something say something.
4. For apartments and mailboxes use last names only.
5. If you lose a key, you replace the locks.
6. Keep your head up when walking a look around. Posture
is Power.
7. Feel free not to get on an elevator when you feel
uncomfortable.
8. If possible, avoid dark places (shortcuts) when walking
alone.
9. Change patterns of everyday life little by little. Do not go
shopping same day and time each week.
10. Limit the amount of cash you carry and separate credit
and debit cards.

Anmol Sehgal is passionate about helping individuals become the best version
of themselves. She believes everyone has the right to live a safe, healthy and
happy life. She has taken that belief and founded WeFixGaps, a social impact
company with the mission of closing the gaps in education, equality and
opportunity, that keep many from living the full life they deserve. Anmol is a soft
skills trainer, motivational speaker and most recently has become a Wise
Escapes Empowerment instructor. Wise Escapes Empowerment Program is a
principle-based self-protection program under the WeFixGaps banner. She and
the team she leads at WeFixGaps, have spoken and trained with an array of
clients; business schools, educational institutions and mid-size firms, live and
virtually around the world.
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COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT FOR
THE MONTH OF JANUARY - 2022
Compiled by CA Kamlesh P. Mehta
(B.Com, FCA, DISA)

M/s. Kamlesh P. Mehta Associates
Authorities

Particulars

Due Date

All Members of
exchnages/
PMS/ RA/IA

Publishing Investor Charter and disclosure of Investor Complaints

01.01.2022

All Exchanges

Contingency Drill / Mock Trading Session (Subject to circular to
be issued by respective exchanges)

08.01.2022

PMS

PMS- Certification for Activity Report- through SEBI portal for the
month of December, 2021

07.01.2022

Depositary

Investor Grievances (Report) • CDSL & • NSDL

10.01.2022

All Exchanges

Submission of Surveillance Obligations report for the quarter ended
31.12.2021

15.1.2022

NSE/ MCX/ BSE/
NCDEX/ NSDL/
CDSL

Reporting of Cyber Security Incidents for the quarter
October, 2021 to December, 2021

15.01.2022

NSE/ BSE/ MSE/
MCX/ NCDEX/
CDSL/ NSDL

Reporting for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
applications and systems offered and used by market intermediaries for the
quarter ended December, 2021. ( Ref. SEBI circular no.
SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOS2/CIR/P/2019/10 dated January 4, 2019)

15.01.2022

CDSL/ NSDL

Submission of Audited Networth certificate as at 31.03.2021

15.01.2022

All Exchanges

Implementation of Revised format of data towards 'Client Level Cash & Cash
Equivalent Balance' for the week ended 15.01.2022 & subsequent weeks

20.01.2022 &
subsequent due
dates

BSE/ NSE/ MSE/
MCX/ NCDEX

Statements of Accounts for funds & Securities to clients for the quarter
ended 31-12-2021 (For non-running accounts)

31.01.2022

NSE/ BSE

Submission of Details of authorised person’s Inspections undertaken
during the quarter ended 31.12.2021

31.01.2022

NSDL/ CDSL

Submission of compliance certificate for the half year ended 31.12.2021

31.01.2022

BSE

No. of STR filed with FIU-IND for the month of December 2021.
(Including NIL STR)

Before 31.01.2022
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NSE/ BSE

Uploading of clients mapped with Authorised Persons (AP) before the next 2
trading days of subsequent week

Weekly basis

NSE/ BSE

Reporting of client level cash and Cash Equivalent Balances by trading
members to the clearing members on weekly basis (within next four trading
days of subsequent week)

Weekly basis

All Exchanges

Submission of Bank statement to exchange on weekly basis (within next four
trading days of subsequent week)

Weekly basis

NSE/ BSE/ MCX/
NCDEX

Requirement of sending a complete ‘Statement of Accounts’ for funds,
securities and commodities in respect of each of its clients (within next four
trading days of subsequent week)

Weekly basis

NSE/ BSE/ MCX/
NCDEX

Reporting of client level Cash and Cash Equivalent Balances and Bank
account balances (within next four trading days of subsequent week)

Weekly basis

NSE/ BSE/ MCX/
NCDEX

Uploading of Clients’ Funds, collateral and other details lying with the
member broker. (Enhanced Supervision within three trading days of
subsequent week)

Weekly basis

All Exchanges

Uploading of day-wise Holding statement in the specified standard format to
exchange (within four trading days of subsequent week)

Weekly basis

*Note: The Compliance Calendar is indicative in nature. For realtime updates, kindly refer respective Market Infrastructure Insitution's latest circulars.
Kamlesh P. Mehta, B.Com. FCA, DISA (Post qualification course in information system audit from ICAI) is a practicing Chartered Accountant by profession having an
experience of 26 years in the field of capital market compliance consultancy, depository services audit, management consultancy, system audit and Commodity market
compliance consultancy.
He is a Proprietor of CA firm M/s. KAMLESH P. MEHTA ASSOCIATES & Partner of MEHTA SANGHVI & ASSOCIATES located at Borivali, Mumbai.
He is also providing compliance calendar to BSE brokers forum and ANMI regularly and same is published in their journal. Recently he and his team had drafted compliance
manual for commodity brokers published by BSE brokers forum.
He is a regular speaker of the various seminars for broking and DP compliances organized by WIRC (Western India Regional Council of ICAI) and study circle group. For
further assistance, kindly contact at: kamleshmehtaca@gmail.com
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SEBI Informal Guidance on offshore share investment/ advice by portfolio managers
On October 29, 2021, SEBI in its informal
guidance (Guidance) issued to ASK
Wealth Advisors Private Limited (ASK
Wealth) clarified that the existing legal
framework governing portfolio managers
does not regulate investment in offshore
shares and securities which are not listed
or have no intention to get listed in
recognised stock exchange.
ASK Wealth is registered with SEBI as a
portfolio manager under SEBI (Portfolio
Managers) Regulations, 2020 (PM
Regulation). It provides discretionary
and non-discretionary portfolio
management services to its client
whereby it manages the funds of its
client. ASK Wealth sought clarification
from SEBI regarding the permissibility to
invest funds of clients being offered nondiscretionary services or advisory
services in offshore shares and securities
up to the limit of 25% of its assets under
management, subject to point A(6)(iii) of
Master Direction - Liberalised Remittance
Scheme (remit up to USD 2,50,000 in a
single financial year for making
investment abroad). This is on the basis
that offshore companies are not listed is
to be classified as “unlisted securities”
and Regulation 24(4) of PM Regulation
provides that Portfolio manager offering

non-discretionary services may invest
funds or advice for investment up to 25%
of assets under management in unlisted
securities, in addition to securities
permitted for discretionary portfolio
management.

investment of their discretionary as well
as non-discretionary portfolio
management services in shares of the
company undergoing an IPO process
upon issue becoming open for
subscription by public.

In response, SEBI clarifies the term
“Securities” defined under Section 2 (h)(i)
of SCRA Act, 1956 in terms of
applicability under section 1(2) of SCRA is
to be construed to be applicable to
securities issued, listed or proposed to be
listed in India. Further, Section 24 of
Companies Act, 2013 empowers SEBI to
regulate the matter related to issue and
transfer of securities by listed companies
or those companies which intend to get
listed on any recognized stock exchange
in India. Considering the above, SEBI
clarified that the existing framework does
not contemplate investment / advisory
services on offshore shares and
securities which are not listed or do not
intend to get listed in recognised stock
exchange.

SEBI denied response to this query on the
ground of clause 8(viii) of SEBI (Informal
Guidance) Scheme, 2003 which states
that SEBI may not respond to queries
where policy concerns require the
department to not respond.

The second query raised by ASK Wealth
was regarding clarification to Regulation
22(4) of PM Regulation to be issued by
SEBI, whether it is permissible for both
clients of portfolio managers to facilitate

The Guidance provides requisite
clarifications on the issues whether in
existing legal framework portfolio
managers can advise their client or invest
under non-discretionary portfolio
management in offshore shares and
securities as per Regulation 24(4) of PM
Regulation given they do not fall within
the definition of securities listed or traded
on recognised stock exchange and hence
are ‘unlisted securities’. The applicability
of SEBI extends to securities issued,
listed or proposed to be listed in India and
the portfolio manager in terms of 2(1)(o)
of PM Regulation is to advise or direct or
undertake management or administration
of portfolio of securities which falls within
the ambit of SEBI.

Amendments to Related Party Transactions Framework
Related party transactions (RPTs) may be
misused by controlling persons for
personal gain. However, as RPTs
contribute to growth of business, they are
permitted with certain safeguards.
In 2019, amendments to certain
provisions in relation to RPTs of the SEBI
(Listing Obligations and Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (LODR
Regulations) to strengthen regulatory
norms with respect to RPTs were
proposed. Consequently, vide notification
dated November 09, 2021, the Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI)
amended the LODR Regulations, which
will come into effect from April 01, 2022.
Further, vide circular dated November 22,
2021 (Circular), SEBI inter alia issued
certain guidelines regarding information
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to be reviewed by the audit committee
and shareholders in relation to RPTs.
The major amendments to the LODR
Regulations are discussed below.
I. Definitions
Related Party
Presently, related party is defined in
Regulation 2(zb) of the LODR Regulations.
It includes related parties as defined in
Section 2(76) of the Companies Act, 2013
and persons / entities that belong to the
promoter / promoter group and hold 20%
shareholding or more in the listed entity.
As promoters or promoter group exercise
control and influence over the decisions of
the listed entity, the definition of related
party has been expanded to include every

person or entity forming part of the
promoter or promoter group, irrespective
of their shareholding in the listed entity.
Additionally, any person holding more
than 20% shareholding and more than
10% shareholding (from April 01, 2023)
would be deemed to be related parties.
Related Party Transaction
Presently, ‘related party transaction’ is
defined as a transfer of resources,
services or obligations between a listed
entity and a related party, which may not
cover transactions through subsidiaries
or by the listed entity with the related
parties of its subsidiaries. Thus, the scope
of RPTs has been expanded by including
transactions of the listed entity or any of
its subsidiaries and related parties of the
listed entity or any of its subsidiaries.
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Further, transactions with unrelated
parties with the aim to benefit related
parties of the listed entity or its
subsidiaries has now been included
within the scope of RPTs.
II. Approval Requirements and
Materiality Thresholds
Approval Requirements
Audit Committee:
Presently, in terms of Regulation 23(2) of
the LODR Regulations, all RPTs require the
approval of the audit committee.
Transactions carried out by an unlisted
subsidiary of a listed entity with the listed
entity’s related party doesn’t require prior
approval of the listed entity’s audit
committee or shareholders unless the
transaction of for sale, disposal or leasing
of 20% or more of the assets of a material
subsidiary, which could lead to a wrongful
transfer of value or assets of the listed
entity to a related party.
Thus, the audit committee will be
authorized to define the term ‘material
modification’ and disclose it as a part of
the RPT policy to provide clarity and
maintain transparency. For consistency
and easier compliance for RPTs involving
the subsidiary of a listed entity but not the
listed entity, the threshold for placing
such transactions before the audit
committee of the listed entity, has been
linked to the annual consolidated
turnover, as per the last audited financial
statements of the listed entity.
Shareholders:
Presently, in terms of regulation 23(4) of
the LODR Regulations, material RPTs
require shareholder approval and prior
audit committee approval. In order to
bring consistency, material RPTs would
now also require prior shareholder
approval.

Disclaimer :
The newsletter is not in the nature of a
legal opinion or advice. Copyright reserved.
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Further, exemption has also been granted
from seeking approval for transactions by
and between two wholly-owned
subsidiaries of a listed entity whose
accounts are consolidated with such
holding company.
Materiality Thresholds
Per the explanation to Regulation 23(1) of
the LODR Regulations, transactions with
a related party, taken on a standalone or
consolidated basis during a financial year,
if exceeding 10% of the consolidated
annual turnover of the listed entity, would
be a ‘material RPT’.’
A review of the transactions of the top
500 listed entities indicated that the
current threshold of 10% was too high and
high value transactions may not be
covered. Further, in international
jurisdictions, other benchmarks such as
assets, have been used to define the
materiality threshold. Thus, an ‘absolute
threshold’ of Rs. 1000 crores has been
prescribed, resulting in any transaction
with a related party exceeding Rs. 1000
crores being automatically considered as
a RPT.
III. Disclosure Requirements
Disclosure to Stock Exchange
Under Regulation 23(9) of the LODR
Regulations, listed entities have to submit
disclosures of RPTs on a consolidated
basis within 30 days from the date of
publication of its financial results for the
half year.
The lack of a prescribed format resulted in
inconsistencies in the RTP disclosures.
The format for reporting has now been
standardised. It was further suggested to
do away with the 30-day time-period to
disclose RPTs for the relevant period.
However, based on public comments, it

has been decided to reduce the timeframe
to 15 days with effect from April 01, 2022
and do away with the additional period
with effect from April 01, 2023.
Disclosure of information to the audit
committee
Listed entities will be required to
mandatorily disclose information such as
type, material terms and particulars of the
proposed transaction, name and
relationship of the related party, tenure,
value, etc. Further, if the RPT relates to
loans or inter-corporate deposits, etc., the
details such as of source of funds,
purpose, whether secured or unsecured,
along with details of security, etc. are
required to be placed before the audit
committee.
Further, a justification as to why the RPT
is in the interest of the listed entity must
be provided. The audit committee would
have to review the status of long-term
(more than one year) or recurring RPTs on
an annual basis.
Disclosure of information to
shareholders
The extant RPT framework doesn’t
specify what information needs to be
disclosed to the shareholders during
consideration of RPTs. Thus, certain
information, such as a summary of the
information provided to the audit
committee in relation to the RPT must be
shared with the shareholders as part of
the explanatory statement, resulting in
informed shareholder participation.
These amendments are in the right
direction as they seek to inter alia provide
much more information to shareholders
and other participants involved in
consideration of RPTs, resulting in greater
transparency and would result in
informed decisions being made, thus
leading to better corporate governance.

Courtesy: Finsec Law Advisors
A financial sector law firm which provides regulatory advice and assistance focusing
on the securities, investments and banking industry. www.finseclaw.com
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NURTURING LIFESTYLE
THE ROYAL PATH
TO SUCCESS
Jaya Row
Founder, Vedanta Vision &
Managing Trustee, Vedanta Trust

T

he most devastating misunderstanding of the Bhagavad
Gita, one that has turned away many sincere seekers is
that it only promises Enlightenment and asks us to give
up the world and its enjoyments.
While the Gita speaks of Self Realisation, it also enables you to
enjoy life to the fullest, achieve mind boggling success in the
world as well as happiness. It confers mastery over yourself
and the world. It enables you to live like a king, not like a beggar.
Like a victor, not a victim.
Free yourself from the persecution of the world and become
master of the universe. Live like a king by discovering the royal
secret - knowledge of your own Power. The world will then
transform into your playground. You will enjoy every moment of
your life and gain inner strength and growth.
Krsna assures the diligent aspirant of both spiritual
Enlightenment as well as worldly success. The Bhagavad Gita
does not promise a vague, post mortem happiness. The
benefits can be reaped here and now to gain material
prosperity, happiness as well as spiritual growth. The accent is
on constancy of thought and consistency of application.
Whatever action you perform, whatever you perceive, offer,
give or strive for, do it as an offering to God. Then every ordinary
action becomes worship. You will be freed from the bondage of
actions that yield good and bad results.
Ignorant of their potential the deluded ignore the Spirit and get
caught up with the world. Living in vain hopes, performing futile
actions and acquiring superficial knowledge, they lack
discrimination. They fritter away their lives in the pursuit of
petty, insignificant playthings. They condemn themselves to
repeated birth and death which brings in its wake misery and
suffering. The mahatmas, great souls, anchored in the higher
Goal, worship the Spirit single-pointedly. They dedicate all
actions to a higher ideal - Karma Yoga. They cultivate love for all
beings - Bhakti Yoga. They are determined in their pursuit till the
Goal is attained - Jnana Yoga. They then attain total freedom
from the pairs of opposites in the world. Thus, worship is a
constant effort at union with Atman, not a casual, occasional
prayer or ritual.
Spiritual evolution is not the exclusive privilege of the chosen
few. Krsna accepts even the most wicked people, the rajasika
(passionate) and tamasika (lethargic) ones and offers them
liberation. Nobody is disqualified provided they choose the
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right path. Everyone has access to the supreme Goal. The
highly refined and spiritually evolved ones find it easier to get
there. With a serene mind and sharp intellect, they understand
the world as anitya impermanent and asukha joyless. They
know they are heir to true and abiding Bliss.
Krsna ends by encapsulating the entire spiritual path in one
verse. Fix your mind on Me - Jnana Yoga. The intellect fixes
Realisation as the goal and keeps the thoughts focussed there.
Be My devotee - Bhakti Yoga. Feel for the ideal, pour your heart
out to God. Surrender helps calm the mind. It empowers you to
go through the ordeals of the world with fortitude. Sacrifice to
Me - Karma Yoga. Act in a spirit of sacrifice and service for the
welfare of humanity. Dedicate your actions to the Goal.
Prostrate to Me - dissolve your ego. Place your head and heart
at the feet of the Lord. Thus, with Me as the supreme Goal you
shall come to Me.
The law is - As you think so you become. People change their
lifestyles, clothing, and food. They even re-locate to an Ashram
or the Himalayas. But pay scant regard to their thoughts which
are still on the world. The only thing you need to change is your
thoughts. Elevate your thoughts to the Spirit and the world will
be at your feet. The fringe benefits of spiritual life are material
success and happiness.

For more insights, visit Jaya Row’s website: www.vedantavision.org
Jaya Row is one of the world’s most influential speakers on Indian philosophy,
Vedanta. She’s a well-loved spiritual leader whose expositions on Vedanta touch
the mind and uplift the intellect.
Blessed with a global vision and unparalleled knowledge of the scriptures, she
has the incredible ability to reach out to individuals of all nationalities, sects and
faiths.
Backed by her corporate experience and 40 years of research on Vedanta, she
motivates her audiences to live successful and happy lives. Clarity, wit and zeal
are the hallmarks of her presentations.
Her seminars for corporate executives deal with the holistic development of
people. She helps create the most valued corporate assets - fulfilled, dynamic
human beings.
She has gained international recognition, having spoken at prestigious forums
such as the World Economic Forum Davos, World Bank, Young Presidents’
Organization, Princeton University, Purdue University, Washington University
and others.
Since the outbreak of the pandemic and through subsequent lockdowns, she has
continued to spread the message of Vedanta online. She hosts webinars on the
Bhagavad Gita every Saturday on Zoom.
She engages a younger audience through her podcast, Gita for the Young &
Restless, on Spotify. In each episode, she provides simple solutions to the
everyday problems that Millennials and Zoomers face.
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HEALING TEMPLE
AROMA THERAPY A WAY OF LIFE (PART 1)
Priti K Shroff
Founder & Managing Director
PRISIM - The Healing Temple

A

romatherapy is a holistic healing treatment that
uses natural essential oils to promote health and
well-being. It uses these natural, aromatic oils to
improve the health of the body, mind, and spirit.
Humans have used Aroma Therapy for thousands of years
to treat common ailments, promote good health and
emotional well being. Ancient cultures in China, India,
Egypt, and elsewhere incorporated aromatic plant
components in resins, balms, and oils. These natural
substances were used for medical and meditative
purposes. They were known to have both physical and
psychological benefits.
Essential oils are basically plant extracts. They're made by
steaming or pressing various parts of a plant (flowers, bark,
leaves or fruit) to capture the compounds that produce
fragrance. Steaming or pressing plants releases aroma-rich
oils. These oils contain the fragrance and properties of the
plants. They are often referred to as the plant’s essence.
That is how they came to be known as essential oils. So
basically, when we use essential oils, we are using the
aroma or fragrance of that oil to heal ourselves. This is
called Aroma Therapy.

an immense difference in our life, when used correctly. So
once I returned to India, I made sure to source the most pure
and natural oils to make these blends.

Humans have used Aroma Therapy for
thousands of years to treat common
ailments, promote good health and
emotional well being. Ancient cultures in
China, India, Egypt, and elsewhere
incorporated aromatic plant components
in resins, balms, and oils. These natural
substances were used for medical and
meditative purposes.

Aroma Therapy has an array of benefits. It’s said to:
• manage pain
• improve sleep quality
• reduce stress, agitation, and anxiety
• soothe sore joints
• treat headaches and migraines
• fight bacteria, virus, or fungus
• improve digestion
• and much more

There are nearly one hundred types of essential oils
available. Each essential oil has an array of unique healing
properties, uses, and effects. Combining essential oils to
create a synergistic blend creates even more benefits. And
that is exactly what we at Prisim have done. Having studied
about Essential oils at the Brenda Cobb Raw and Living
Foods Institute in Atlanta, USA, I realized that they can make
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Since aromatherapy is a complementary therapy, you
should talk to a qualified therapist before starting your
sessions. That way your essential oil therapy can be tailored
to work together with any medical care or treatment you’re
receiving.
Here are some of the ways of using essential oils:
Diffusion
You can use a diffuser to spread the scent of essential oils
throughout a room or your entire home. Put some water in
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the dish and add a few drops of Essential oil. Light a candle
and place in inside the lamp. Almost immediately, the aroma
of the oil will begin to spread in the room.

flatulence, and to calm any irritation of the GI tract. Or
Dental Care, that, as the name suggests, takes care of
Dental hygiene and health. It can be easily used by adding a
drop to your toothpaste or to the water used for rinsing the
mouth.
Blissful, an antiseptic all-purpose healing oil, can be mixed
with a carrier oil like coconut oil and used directly on sores,
ulcers, insect bites and wounds.
Warmth is a really wonderful oil for optimal health. It’s
really great for blood circulation, and all it needs is one drop
of it rubbed on to the palms and the soles of the feet.
And then there’s First Aid Healing, a unique blend that
neutralizes mildew, cigarette smoke and air pollution. When
diffused or sprayed in the house, it helps the respiratory
system, improves oxygenation, and relief from chest
congestion. It can also be used as a lotion for insect bites,
wounds & cuts.

Room sprays
You can quickly add the scent of essential oils to an area of
your home using a room spray. You can make your own
unique spray by mixing essential oils and water.
Massage
Essential oils are a popular addition to massage oil.
Combining aromatherapy with massage is a great way to
relax and ease stress.
However, it’s important not to apply essential oils directly to
the skin. Instead, make sure to mix them with a carrier oil
like almond oil, sesame oil or even coconut oil.
Baths
Scented bath oils and bath salts can help turn your bath or
shower into a relaxing experience. You can even add a drop
of oil and bath salts for a relaxing and rejuvenating foot
soak.
Application
A drop of essential oil can be rubbed on the palms or soles of
the feet, or on the affected body part.
The method used will have to depend on which oil is being
used and the reason behind using it. Essential oils that are
used for mental peace are usually used with a diffuser or a
room spray, and those providing physical relief can be
massaged gently into the corresponding body part.
For example, Eze-the-ab can be gently massaged on to the
stomach to ease digestion, relieve heart burn and
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(Be sure to consult with an Aroma therapist and use the
right carrier oil, as some people can have very sensitive
skin, and may not be able to use the essential oil directly on
their skin.)
Other oils like Divine Relaxation which is extremely
soothing and relieves stress and even helps to sleep well,
and Fit for Life, which bring a sense of well being overall
and helps to bring clarity of mind, can be used in diffusers or
room sprays, baths and even for massage.
These are just some of the essential oil blends that we use
for physical well being. We will go further into our
understanding of how Aroma Therapy can be used for
Emotional / Mental well being and Spiritual growth in the
next issue.
Prisim Healing Institute is an alternative health center that believes in healing
one individual at a time.
We have various complementary therapies that help an individual to reach to
their optimal health.
• 10 Day Detox Programme
• Brahma Satya Energy Healing
• Aura Scan & Analysis
• Aura Cleanse & Chakra Alignment
• Crystal Healing Workshops & Crystal Grid
• Yoga & Zumba
• Sujok & Acupuncture
• Sound Therapy
• Art Therapy & Zentangle
• Emotional Catharsis
• Fairy / Angel Card Reading
• Healing Meditations - Chakra Meditation, Naadabrahma etc.
• Numerology
• Hypnotherapy / Past Life Regression
• Clearing of Spaces
• Reconnective Healing & The Reconnection
• Heartlight Ascension
• Raw & Vegan Foods by Prana Kitchen
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